




Sukhoi Su-25, Su-28 and Su-39 'Frogfoot'

Standing beside the
original wooden mock-
up of the Sukhoi T8
army attack aircraft is
Oleg Samoylovich. He
was the chief designer
for the project from
August 1972 until
October 1974, when he
moved to the T10
(Su-27 'Flanker') design
team. The T8 design
seen here is
recognisable as the
antecedent of the Su-25
but is obviously a long
way from becoming the
rugged ground attack
aircraft that we know
today. Indeed, inherent
fragility in the final
Su-25 design did not
truly become apparent
until the aircraft saw
real combat in
Afghanistan.

This sharkmouthed
Slovak air force Su-25K
is one of the 11
'Frogfoots' acquired by
the newly-established
Slovak Republic in 1993.
Czechoslovakia had
been the first export
customer for the Su-25,
and it was from Czech
sources that the West
received its first clear
public views of the
Su-25. Even before the
partition of the two
countries, the Su-25
force had a reputation
for decorative unit
markings. Sharkmouths
were seen on several
aircraft of the former
Ceskoslovenske
Letectvo and this
tradition was carried on
in Slovakia.

The Su-25 has often been assumed to be a Soviet
clone of the USAF's AX COIN aircraft, based on
the losing Northrop A-9 (rather than the winning

A-10), and less agile and less armoured more as a result of
Soviet incompetence than by deliberate design. The
USAF's Vietnam War-inspired AX requirement was for the
close air support of troops in contact and for counter-
insurgency, which assumed a degree of air superiority or at
least a low level of air and SAM threats. By contrast, the
Russian aircraft was designed to meet a slightly later and
very different requirement which stressed anti-armour and
fighter-bomber capabilities over the modern battlefield.
Combat proven in Afghan skies, the Su-25 is considerably
more versatile than were its American counterparts, and is a
remarkably efficient and cost-effective fighter-bomber.

Its export success has been limited by its lack of air-to-air
fighter capability and by its lack of supersonic performance,
since prejudice against the very idea of a subsonic combat
aircraft remains strong. This can be gauged by the fact that
even in the former USSR the aircraft was never procured
in large numbers, while arguably less effective fighter-
bombers (like the early Su-17s and MiG-27s) poured off
the production lines in huge numbers. Overseas, sales of the
Su-25 were further diminished by the ready availability of
cheaper alternatives, many of which are retired and reroled
fighters. Those customers willing to overlook the aircraft's

lack of speed have found it to be a remarkably potent
weapon - perhaps unsuitable for independence day parades,
but remarkably useful in its intended role once the bullets
start flying. Combat experience pointed the way towards
some obvious improvements and refinements, many of
which were incorporated during production; more major
changes resulted in an extensive redesign to produce a
second-generation 'Frogfoot'. This aircraft emerged as the
Cold War was ending, and it has proved almost impossible
to win orders for the new variant either at home or overseas.

Shturntovik origins
During the Great Patriotic War (the approved Soviet

term for the struggle against German invaders, which began
in 1941) Russia pursued the design, manufacture and
tactical use of dedicated ground attack and close support
aircraft known generically as Shturmoviks, following the
German lead set with aircraft like the Henschel Hs 123 and
Hs 129. Britain and America preferred to use aircraft retired
or switched from fighter or bomber duties (like the count-
less Spitfires, Hurricanes and Thunderbolts), or aircraft
which had proved unsuitable for their design role (like the
Hawker Typhoon). This Western approach set the pattern
for the post-war world, with redundant or second-best jet
fighters being hastily armed with bombs and rockets and
pressed into service in the ground attack role.

Having successfully built up a family of dedicated ground
attack and close support aircraft during the war, the USSR
threw away its lead and followed Western practice after-
wards. Successive generations of MiG-15s, MiG-17s and
MiG-19s were pressed into service as fighter-bombers as
soon as they were replaced in the fighter and interceptor
roles.

The Ilyushin Design Bureau, previously responsible for
the 11-2 and 11-10, attempted to produce a jet-powered
Shturmovik in the shape of its 11-40, responding to a 1948
order. The aircraft was a jet Shturmovik, powered by twin
AM-9 engines. It had a rear gunner and internal bomb bays
in the wings, although it also drew heavily on the OKB's
11-28 twin-jet bomber. The 11-40 featured a quadruple
package of NR-23 23-mm cannon, which could be
traversed from the horizontal almost down to the vertical. It
was also planned to use the new 'Groza' missile system. The
prototype made its maiden flight on 7 March 1953 and the
type was recommended for production in March 1954,
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although it had problems with gun gas ingestion. A modified
second prototype flew in October 1955 and passed its state
acceptance tests in March 1956. This had extended air
intakes stretching forward to the nose, which were
inevitably nicknamed 'nostrils'. Three sub-variants were
planned: the basic cannon-armed Ilyushin I1-40P, the I1-40R
(I1-40ARK) reconnaissance and fire correction platform,
and the I1-40UT trainer. The project was cancelled soon
afterwards on 18 April 1956, apparently at the personal
orders of Nikita Krushchev, who felt that it was an unnecessary
diversion from the serious business of missile procurement.
Records relating to the decision have reportedly disap-
peared from the official archives (see World Air Power Journal
Volume 17 for more information on the 11-40 and Ilyushin's
revived 11-102 design).

Five completed airframes at Rostov were destroyed, as
well as one of the prototypes and the production tooling.
This effectively killed off the concept of a jet Shturmovik
until well into the 1960s, when USAF experience in
Vietnam seemed to point out the weaknesses and inadequacies
of the converted jet fighters used in the ground attack role,
and the usefulness of ageing and slow propeller-driven
strike aircraft like the Douglas Skyraider.

Revival of the concept
The USAF launched its own AX requirement with a

request for proposals on 6 March 1967. This step, and those
leading to it, were studied with great interest in the USSR.
Existing fighter-bombers were studied with particular
interest during the Warsaw Pact's major Dniepr '67 exercise:
to everyone's surprise, the elderly'MiG-17s and MiG-15s
proved more effective than the faster but less agile MiG-21s
and Su-7s. During the Six Day War, the devastating
effectiveness of 30-mm cannon-equipped Israeli fighters
(including obsolete Ouregans and Mysteres) against ground
targets (including tanks) provided further food for thought,
and prompted Colonel General M. N. Mishuk to call for
immediate production of the ancient 11-40. General I. P.
Pavlovskii, commander of the Red Army, strongly
supported those of his officers who argued for a new
ground attack aircraft, and momentum began to build.

Deputy commander of the VVS, General Alexander
Yefimov, was another powerful supporter, seeing a need
for an aircraft like the Il-2s which he had flown during the
Great Patriotic War.

While the Ministries of Defence and of the Aviation
Industry considered the evidence and requests which were
steadily accumulating, Sukhoi took matters into its own
hands and in March 1968 began the design of a jet-engined
Shturmovik. Ilyushin dusted off its drawings of the old 11-40
and revised it to become the 11-42.

Sukhoi's Shturmovik was designed by a loose group of
senior personnel, including Oleg Samolovich, D. N.
Gorbachev, Y. V. Ivashetchkin, V. M. Lebedyev and A.
Monachev, who based the design on a configuration
produced by I. V. Savchenko, commander of the air force
air academy. It was known as the SPB project. The aircraft
was designed around a pair of 17.2-kN (3,865-lb st)
Ivchenko/Lotarev AI-25T engines. It was estimated that
these would give the aircraft (which had an MTOW of
8000 kg/17,635 lb) a maximum speed of between 920 and

Above: This is a later
mock-up of the T8 design
than that seen on the
page opposite. Note the
changes that have been
made to the cockpit and
the three widely-spaced
underwing pylons. Even
at this early stage the
outermost pylon was
reserved for AAM
carriage; however, the
Su-25 was never fitted
with such extravagant
triple racks.

Top: In recent years
Czech and Slovak Su-25s
have appeared in
increasingly outrageous
colour schemes. The
most extreme of these
was undoubtedly this
'Frogfoot'-inspired
monster.
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\bove, from left to right:
These very basic models
if the Mikoyan
VliG-21Sh, MiG-27Sh
wd MiG-2711 illustrate
tome of the completely
different, almost
•andom, approaches
nade by the Russian
iesign bureaux to the
r969fSS/?'Shturmovik'
equirement.

light: This early, and
are, photograph of the
T8-1 prototype in flight
'taken in 1975) clearly
thows some of the
mportant differences
Between it and
subsequent aircraft.
They included its ventral
jun pack, smaller rudder
wd wing and lack of
vingtip pods.

lyushin's contribution
o the history of the jet
Shturmovik/s
substantial, llyushin had
ilready turned the
shturmovik concept
nto reality, in the shape
ifthe piston-engined
'1-2 and 11-10. On 7 March
\953 llyushin flew the
prototype of its 11-40
Brawny' (11-40-1) design,
lowered by two small
\M-5Faxialturbojets.
The 11-40-1 (below right)
nherited its tail section
from the 11-28 'Beagle'
bomber and its rear
gunner's position
'equipped with twin
MR-23 cannon) from its
vartime experience,
^olitical antagonism
ind military antipathy
-neant that the 11-40-1
lever really passed
beyond its prototype
stage. However, before
Krushchev cancelled the
irogramme, some or all
jf a five-ship pre-
jroduction batch were
Completed; the first of
\hern, the 11-40-11, is seen
iere (far right).
°roblems with the first
prototype, most notably
jun gas ingestion, led to
\he radical modification
if the ll-40-ll's engine
'ntakes - though from
\he wing leading-edge
backwards it was
essentially the same
aircraft. It is unclear if
Uyushin secretly saved
3/?e of the ll-40s it was
ordered to destroy, from
which the II-42/-102 may
have been built.

1,475 kt (500 and 800 km/h; 310 and 500 mph) and a
range of 1,390 nm (750 km; 465 miles) with its 2500-kg
(5,510-lb) warload, which included an internal cannon.
Sukhoi stressed 'closer, lower and quieter' as its key words,
rather than the contemporary VVS slogan of 'higher, faster,
further'. Programme goals were to design an aircraft with
very high battle damage resistance and tolerance, which
would be economic and simple to produce, operate and
maintain, which would have unmatched performance and
agility at very low level, and which could operate fully
laden from a semi-prepared 120-m (390-ft) airstrip.
Officialdom caught up with the two bureaux in March
1969, when an official LSSh 'Shturmovik' request for proposals
was issued by the Ministry of the Aircraft Industry.

The launch of the competition did not represent a
complete change of heart, however, since development of
the swing-wing Su-17 and ground attack variants of the
new MiG-23 continued apace. There was no guarantee
that any design produced as a result of the competition
would ever enter production, and if an aircraft type were to
be manufactured it seemed likely that it would be in only
small numbers, for further evaluation of the concept.

The jet Shturmovik competitors
Nevertheless, the new requirement was important

enough for four experimental design bureaux to work on
competing designs. Sukhoi continued with its T8, while
llyushin continued with the 11-42. Yakovlev designed a
version of its Yak-28 'Brewer' bomber as the Yak-25LSh,
and Mikoyan worked on a pair of designs under the provi-
sional designation MiG-27, although neither bore any

resemblance to the MiG-27 we know today. The MiG-27Sh
was based on the MiG-21 airframe, but with side-mounted
intakes and a broad-chord, modestly swept wing like that
fitted to the Hawker Hunter and a heavily framed canopy
incorporating great slabs of armoured glass. The cockpit
was moved forward. The MiG-2711 was more revolutionary,
a supersonic Shturmovik with a similar armoured cockpit
and canopy and with similar fuselage and intakes, but with
the ogival delta wing of the A-144 Analog. The aircraft was
powered by a pair of unspecified engines installed side-by-
side in the rear fuselage, and was intended to carry a
warload of up to 3000 kg (6,610 lb). A rewinged MiG-21LSh
design was considered, but most of the attention was
focused on the MiG-27 derivatives.

The Sukhoi T8 was redesigned under the guidance of
bureau chief P. O. Sukhoi before it was formally submitted
in response to the LSSh requirement. The most important
of the changes suggested by Sukhoi was the addition of a
pair of 29.5-kN (6,630-lb) (or 27 kN/6,070 lb, according
to some sources) Mikulin RD-9B engines, non-afterburning
versions of the MiG-19's turbojet powcrplant.

Sukhoi takes the day
These changes were enough to allow the Ministry of the

Aviation Industry to select the Sukhoi design as the winner
of the competition, much to the annoyance of the llyushin
OKB, which felt that their aircraft was superior and that
their history and experience made them the natural choice
to design a jet Shturmovik. They suspected that their aircraft
had been rejected for the wrong reasons, conjecturing that
the motive for selecting the T8 could be found in its single-
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seat configuration, which did not require the training of a
new generation of dedicated gunners. To Ilyushin this was
an expensive heresy, for they believed that operational
experience had shown that a rear gunner was absolutely
essential in a slow-moving Shturmovik. They were also
amazed that their turbofan-engined aircraft (powered by a
pair of non-afterburning derivatives of the MiG-29's RD-33)
had been beaten by an aircraft powered by thirsty and old-
fashioned turbojets, which necessitated the carriage of a
larger explosive and inflammable fuel load, and which the
OKB also believed were more prone to battle damage.

The Ilyushin Design Bureau was now officially out of
the picture, but it continued work on its aircraft privately,
describing it as an aerodynamic research aircraft and later
moving the prototype to a Byelorussian airfield to avoid
attention. Much later, following criticism of the Su-25 after
its initial combat experience in Afghanistan, the Ilyushin
aircraft re-entered the 'Frogfoot' story, as will be described.

With the T8 declared as the winner of the design
competition, approval was given for further development.
Prototype drawings, and production tools and jigs were
prepared at Factory No. 153 at Novosibirsk, a plant tradi-
tionally associated with Sukhoi aircraft. Production of the
first prototype was scheduled to begin in June 1970, but
was delayed until August 1971 when air force officers
increased the required warload to 4000 kg (6,435 lb), and
tried to force an increase in low-level maximum speed to
1200 km/h (745 mph). Sukhoi argued strongly that super-
sonic speed was unnecessary and would impose unacceptable
penalties, but some air force officers, conditioned by their
experience with Su-7s and MiG-21s, simply could not
conceive that any aircraft could survive without supersonic
capability. Sukhoi compromised on Mach 0.82 (having
originally favoured Mach 0.7). The aircraft was redesigned
to meet the amended requirement (becoming the LVSSh)
with larger fuel tanks, bigger overall dimensions and a
revised MTOW of 10530 kg (6,540 lb).

The T8 team
Mikhail Simonov was appointed as project manager,

with Oleg Samolovich remaining as chief designer on the
aircraft from August 1972 until 9 October 1974, when he
moved to the T10 (Su-27) and Y. V. Ivashetchkin took
over. This was one month before the redesign was
complete, in September 1972. Ivashetchkin had been
Samolovich's deputy from 25 December 1972. Under
Ivashetchkin was Vladimir Babak, who supervised a design
team consisting of Yuri Rybishkin (detail airframe design),
Alexander Blinov (durability), Pietr Lyrshchikov (combat

survivability) and Alexei Ryzhov (engine integration). The
production supervisor was Valerii Nikolskii, and the chief
of testing was Colonel Stanislav Nazarenko.

At around this time, the Sukhoi designers got their first
glimpse of the US Fairchild A-10, and this caused something
of a crisis. Several members of the team were keen to
follow the US example of mounting the engines in pods
above the fuselage, but this was felt to impose an unacceptable
drag penalty; anyway, it was already too late for such a
fundamental change.

The T8 mock-up was presented to the authorities at
Khodinka, near Moscow, but an official order for proto-
types was not placed. Two prototypes (T8-1 and T8-2)
were in fact already under construction, Sukhoi having
authorised the start of work after approving the preliminary
design on 6 June 1972. The reason that the prototypes
were not officially ordered became clear at a meeting
between the OKB and the Minister of the Aviation

Top: Despite the
problems that affected
the T8, and the bitter
combat experience of
early-model Su-25s after
they entered service, the
Su-25 ultimately became
a formidable attack
aircraft.

Above centre: Another
view of the T8-1
prototype.

Above: The 11-40 'Brawny'
design reappeared -
astonishingly, but once
more unsuccessfully - in
the early 1990s, in the
shape of the 11-102. The
11-102, originally
designated 11-42, might
even be a rebuilt 11-40.
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light: Sukhoi rebuilt the
r8-1 to become the T8-1D.
This aircraft was
'e-engined with R-95Sh
turbojets and also
jained the revised
engine nacelles and
nlets, armoured cockpit,
'arger wing (with
Beading-edge slats),
'arger fin and rudder, and
[he extended nose and
[ail adopted for
production-standard
5u-25s. The T8-1D first
lewon21July1978.

Below: Sukhoi used the
T8-3 airframe for
iamage resistance
testing. Sections of the
cockpit were specially
armoured and then fired
nt, from close range.

Below: T8-4 was the
second production-
standard aircraft and is
seen here at the Tbilisi
plant - the badge on the
nose is believed to be
the factory emblem. This
aircraft is carrying
FAB-250 bombs and
B-8M1 rocket pods. T8-4
made its maiden flight in
September 1979. By then
the Sukhoi design had
already been catalogued
as 'Ram-J' by Western
intelligence agencies.

Industry, P. V. Dementiev, when the aircraft's MTOW was
again revised upwards, to 12220 kg (5,540 lb), and warload
was increased to 5000 kg (3,110 lb) (although this was later
relaxed back to 4000 kg/2,485 lb). A maximum g limit of
6.5 was specified, and the important systems were to be
protected against damage by shells of up to 20-mm calibre.

P. O. Sukhoi lived long enough to see the mock-up of
the aircraft for which he had fought, but died in 1973
before the prototypes were formally commissioned. The
order to complete two T8 prototypes (one, T8-0, to be a
static test airframe) was finally issued on 6 May 1974. This
order was a tactical-technical requirement, which funded
prototype aircraft and a limited flight test programme, but

held out no promise of production funding. Sukhoi realised
that the aircraft would have to be produced on a shoestring
budget, and that existing equipment, avionics and systems
would have to be used wherever practical.

The T8-0 was delivered for s ta t ic testing on 12
September 1974. The T8-1 prototype was completed with
a modified version of the nav/attack suite fitted to the
Su-17M2 'Fitter' and had a modified version of the SPPU-22
cannon pod mounted internally as the VPU-22 gun station.
This contained a GSh-23 twin-barrelled 23-mm cannon
with barrels which could be depressed for strafing. It was
almost certainly only ever intended as an interim gun for
the Su-25, whose concept had stressed the advantages of
heavier calibre 30-mm weapons. The aircraft's avionics
included the FON-1400 laser rangefmder, DISS-7 Doppler,
and KN-23 navigation computer (designed for the MiG-23B
series fighter-bombers). The flying prototype was delivered
to the LII Gromov Flight Research Centre's Zhukhovskii
airfield for testing in early December 1974. The Sukhoi
bureau's chief test pilot, General Vladimir Ilyushin, was
nominated as the initial project pilot and made the first
high-speed taxi runs on 25 December 1975. The first taxi
runs with the nosewheel raised off the runway took place
on 3 January 1975. On 11 January, two days before the
scheduled date for the maiden flight, one of the RD-9
engines (which had actually been scavenged from a redundant
MiG-19, according to legend) suffered a turbine bearing
failure, and several blades separated, causing major damage.
The first flight was finally made on 22 February 1975.

Engine shortfalls
These problems with the RD-9 engine represented a

particularly bitter pill for Sukhoi to swallow, since it had
already been decided that a more powerful engine would
be needed to cope with the aircraft's planned increased
weight, and since the Minister for Aircraft Production, P.
V. Dementiev, had already refused to authorise production
of the Su-25 with the 'obsolete' RD-9. This was found in
the shape of the Tumanskii R-95Sh, which was essentially
the MiG-21's R-13F-300 with its afterburner removed.
The new engine was again based on an afterburning
turbojet, and not on a more modern, more suitable, and
more economical turbofan. For the rest of its life, the Su-25
was handicapped by its primitive powerplant, and from
time to time proposals were made that the aircraft should
be re-engined with RD-33s (without afterburners). The
answer was always the same: the necessary structural
changes were too extensive to make re-engining worthwhile.

Although it was undeniably primitive, the R-95Sh was
extremely robust and reliable. The powerplant was a twin-
spool turbojet, with an axial compressor, a three-stage low-
pressure section and a five-stage high-pressure section. The
axial turbine was of two stages. The engine also had a
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10-chamber annular combustor, with twin igniters. Auxiliary
gearboxes were mounted on the bottom of each engine,
driving the DC starter and generator, the AC generator,
and the hydraulic, fuel and oil pumps. The R-95Sh was
also designed to be able to run using different fuels,
although this was only possible for four hours when using
non-standard fuels such as vehicle diesel fuel. While the
new engine was being developed, the aircraft continued to
fly, and continued to experience difficulties. The aileron
control system proved to have inadequate power, and
eventually (from about 1984) BU-45 hydraulic boosters had
to be fitted.

Despite the problems, the aircraft was transferred to
Akhtubinsk in June 1975, where it undertook a variety of
live weapons firing trials. These were concluded in August,
military pilots noting that the aircraft's control forces were
unacceptably high (even by Soviet standards, where higher
stick forces are accepted as the norm), and that the cockpit
was inadequately ventilated. The RD-9 engine had also
proved prone to stalling when the cannon or rockets were
fired, and was considered to be deficient in thrust.

In its original configuration, the first T8 looked quite
different to all subsequent Su-25s. It had a shorter fin, with
a small, single-piece rudder, and the wing was of shorter
span and lacked the later Su-25's distinctive wingtip
airbrake pods. The wings may have been slightly more
swept, but this cannot be confirmed. The VPU-22 gun
station took the form of a streamlined constant-section tube
semi-submerged into the lower forward fuselage, with a
fore-and-aft aperture in the front for the depressing gun
barrels. The nosewheel was mounted 210 mm (8.3 in) to
the left of the centreline.

The 'all new' T8D
The problems suffered by the first T8 prompted the

eventual decision to entirely rebuild the aircraft with a host
of modifications and improvements, completely changing
its appearance and capabilities. It was rolled out after a two-
year lay-up on 26 April 1978, just in time to take part in
the state acceptance trials which began on 21 July 1978, for
which the aircraft flew under the revised designation T8D
(D for Dvigyatel, or engine). The second prototype had
already joined the flight test programme, making its maiden
flight on 26 December 1975. This aircraft was the first with
a production-representative titanium cockpit bathtub, the
first aircraft having had steel armour of the same weight.
The T8-2 was also the first prototype which actually
looked like a real Su-25, with long-span wings and a tall
tailfin. The long-span wings included longer span (and thus
increased area) ailerons, servotabs and a leading-edge
dogtooth discontinuity. The aircraft was re-engined with
R95Sh engines to become the T8-2D in March 1976
(before the first prototype was re-engined). The new
engines had a new thrust line, and the tailplanes were
modified in consequence, going from 5° anhedral to 5°
dihedral. This was achieved by simply swapping the
tailplanes from one side to the other and turning them
upside down.

When it emerged from its rebuild, the T8D closely
resembled the second aircraft in appearance, with a dihedral
tailplane, taller fin, long-span wings and ailerons, and
wingtip pods. The wingtip pods first fitted to the T8-2
contained a retractable landing light forward, and had a
horizontally split rear section, with upper and lower halves
which split apart to act as airbrakes. It was originally
intended that the split airbrakes could be operated together
to act as speedbrakes, or individually (in conjunction with
appropriate rudder input) to generate side force. This
capability was found not to be tactically significant, and the
physiological effects on pilots were unpleasant. The T8-1
was originally built without airbrakes at all, and before it
gained its wingtip pods the T8-2 had petal-type airbrakes
mounted on the back of the engine nacelle sides.

4Ram-J' is revealed
The original VPU-22 gun station had been removed and

replaced by an AO-17 30-mm twin-barrelled cannon
mounted in the lower port forward fuselage. This necessi-
tated moving the nosewheel again, to a position to the right

Top: This view of T8-2
shows the aircraft after it
had been rebuilt as the
T8-2D, in 1976. T8-2 was
the first of the two initial
prototypes to be
re-engined and rebuilt
(T8-1 followed in
1977/78).

Above: T8-5 is seen here
at Kubinka air base,
where much of the trials
programme was hosted.
T8-5 was lost in a crash
in June 1980, soon after
its maiden flight.

Below: With surprising
speed - almost as soon
as T8 development gave
way to Su-25 production
- export 'Frogfoots' were
delivered to
Czechoslovakia.
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Right: This view ofT8-9
sftoivs the aircraft fitted
with the TL-70 Kometa
nodded winch and towed
target system. In fact,
T8-9 was revised, rebuilt
and repainted to serve as
[he Su-25BM (Bukshir
Mishenyeij prototype - a
dedicated target-tug
variant. Work on the
Su-25BM project began
'n 1986 and aerial trials
commenced in 1989. A
lotalof50Su-25BMswas
eventually built for the
VVS. Operationally, a
single pod was always
carried on the centre
A/ing pylon,
counterbalanced by
mother store (such as
\he FAB-500 bomb seen
*iere) on the opposite
wing.

\bove: T8-12 rapidly
irew attention to itself
when it appeared on
public display. It had
teen modified-
'eportedly for radar
cross-section reduction
- with what appeared to
te radar-absorbent
material on the nose and
j faired-over gun port,
however, as its air data
yrobes, IFF antenna and
ither protuberances had
lot been removed, the
\rue purpose of the
changes to this Su-25
'emain a mystery.

Below: This Su-25 is
>ee/7 at Akhtubinsk in
ZFE verification photo-
calibration markings.

of the aircraft's centreline. The change of cannon finally
fulfilled Soviet air staff demands for a larger calibre gun
packing a heavier punch. The T8 was eventually 'spotted'
at Zhukhovskii by a Western intelligence satellite during
1977, and the aircraft was allocated the provisional
Ramenskoye-series (the nearest town to the then anonymous
test and trials airfield) reporting name 'Ram-J'.

Avionics improvements
Underneath the skin, even more important changes had

been made. The navigation and attack suite of the Su-17M-2
was replaced by the upgraded and enhanced avionics of the
Su-17M-3. The Fone laser rangefmder was replaced by a
Klen-PS laser ranging unit, while the aircraft also received a
KN-23 navigation computer, a DISS-7 Doppler, an RV-5M
radar altimeter and an ASP-17BC-8 gunsight. This equip-
ment suite was fitted to the T8-3 and subsequent
pre-production aircraft from the start. The net effect of the
many equipment changes was to enhance the accuracy of
both navigation and weapon aiming. The KN-23 navigation

computer, the DISS-7 Doppler, and the ASP-17BC-8
gunsight were retained in the production avionics suite.

So little priority was accorded to the T8 that production
of the aircraft had to be moved from Novosibirsk after the
construction of only the first two prototypes to make way
for more important work on the Su-24 'Fencer' and Su-27
'Flanker'. Even the factories at Smolensk and Irkutsk were
busy with Su-24 and Su-27 work, and Sukhoi was forced
to look elsewhere. Licence-production in Poland was seriously
considered, before the OKB eventually took the project to
the under-utilised Factory No. 31 at Tbilisi in Georgia.
The T8-3 and T8-4 were built at Tbilisi to the revised
configuration, making their maiden flights on 18 June 1979
and during September 1979, respectively.

T8 trials in Afghanistan
The Su-25 has been associated with the Soviet intervention

in Afghanistan since the start of its career. From 16 April
until 5 June 1980 (50 days), the first and third T8 prototypes
were sent to Afghanistan to participate in a portion of the
state acceptance trials which were to be 'conducted under
as near real battlefield conditions as possible'. These trials,
undertaken under the codename Romb-1, were not opera-
tional trials, although the pilots were warned that they
might be asked to undertake missions by local divisional
commanders. The two aircraft operated from a semi-
prepared strip at an Afghan tank base near Shindand. They
made 100 combat sorties in Afghanistan, 30 of which
counted towards the state acceptance trials. They flew real
missions, tasked by ground force commanders, who quickly
found the agile T8s especially well-suited for attacking
inaccessible targets in ravines and steep valleys. A pair of
AV-MF Yak-38s participated in Romb-1 in Afghanistan at
much the same time. The Su-25s were seen and
photographed by Western journalists accompanying
Mujahideen guerrillas, and though taken from very long
range the photos were distinct enough to allow Western
intelligence officers to see that the aircraft they knew as
'Ram-J' was flying operations. The full ASCC reporting
name 'Frogfoot' was allocated soon afterwards.

The fourth Su-25 prototype (T8-4) was left to complete
state acceptance tests at Mary in Turkmenistan until March
1981, when production was finally recommended. One of
the loudest voices arguing in favour of this step was that of
General Alexander Yefimov, deputy commander of the
VVS and himself a distinguished former Shturmovik pilot
during the Great Patriotic War. While this marked a
successful step in the T8's career, the step forward was
accompanied by two steps back. The test fleet was already
depleted by the planned use of the T8-3 for battle damage
resistance tests, in which weapons of increasing calibre and
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velocity were fired at the airframe, but was due to be
further reduced. The fifth T8 prototype (T8-5, which had
joined the test programme during early 1980) had already
been destroyed on 23 June 1980. It disintegrated at only
7.5 g, killing the test pilot, Y. A. Yegerov, and in January
1981 the Afghan veteran T8-1 disintegrated in a dive from
which A. Ivanov ejected safely.

T8 trials developments
Additional T8 airframes soon joined the flight test

programme. The T8-6 was used for gun-firing trials, while
the T8-9 was used for aerodynamic and spinning trials.
Rough field and external warload trials were undertaken by
T8-10, including trials of backward-firing rocket projectiles
from a heavily modified B8M pod (which still appeared to
face forward). The T8-11 was the first aircraft with boosted
ailerons. It later tested the new W-section four-part
airbrakes. The next prototype finished its test-flying life
trialling a special radar-absorbent ('stealthy') skin, and
reportedly undertook compatibility trials with at least one
type of tactical nuclear weapon. This laid the groundwork
for the Su-25's later secondary (and little known) nuclear
role. Su-25s have been associated with the IAB-500 'shape'
that is believed to be the training weapon associated with
the RN-61 nuclear bomb carried by various Frontal
Aviation fighter-bomber types. With its 'stealthy' coating,
the T8-12 had its laser window and gun port covered over,
and at the end of these trials was retired to the museum at

Khodinka. This was an accidental breach of the security
surrounding the new coating (which may have been under
test for a more advanced aircraft type, possibly the MiG
1-42) and, when it was noticed, the aircraft was quickly
withdrawn and replaced by a less sensitive Su-25. The
aircraft is now believed to be in the Central Museum of the
Great Patriotic War in Bralev Fonchenkou in Moscow.

The T10-14 and T10-15 were eventually used as R-195
engine testbeds, after extensive service as development
mules. The T10-15's career included combat service in
Afghanistan. The T8-7, T8-8 and T8-13 designations were
not used by flying prototypes, and may have been static test
and battle damage airframes, or may have become the
Su-25UB and Su-25T prototypes.

Su-25 into production and for export
The first production Su-25s rolled off the line at Tbilisi

and were delivered to the 200th OShAE at Sital Chai in
Azerbaijan during April 1981. Universal export success was
destined to elude the Su-25 - only two of Russia's Warsaw
Pact allies ever bought the aircraft — but the type was
exported (albeit in modest numbers) from quite an early
stage in its career. The export version of the little fighter-
bomber was designated as the Su-25K, and was externally
identical to the version delivered to Frontal Aviation
Shturmovik regiments. The first Su-25Ks were delivered to
Czechoslovakia in April 1984, and the first good quality
photos of the Su-25 started to appear in Czech aviation

T8-15 had an important
early career as an engine
testbed, trialling the
R-195 engine. The
extended (IR-
suppressant) jetpipes
and extra air cooling
scoops (above the rear
cowling) required by the
new engine are obvious
in this view. This aircraft
has also been fitted with
an additional bank of
ASO-2V chaff/flare
dispensers above the
engine. The R-195 was
an improved version of
the R-95Sh, but it was
never fitted to many
aircraft and the Su-25
remained hampered by
its ancient engine
technology. The R-195
did find an application in
the improved T8M
(Su-25T) series,
however. Remarkably,
T8-15 is alleged to have
gone on to see combat
service in Afghanistan.
Following this, the same
aircraft was given a new
identity, as'Blue 301',
and appeared at the
Paris air show in 1991.

This anonymous Su-25
is wearing the original
dark camouflage
scheme tested on the
Su-25, but soon
abandoned. Throughout
their entire service
history Soviet/Russian
Su-25s have worn a
single camouflage
scheme of two-tone
brown and green, with
light grey undersides.
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Above: Two-seat
Su-25UBs operated
alongside the front-line
Su-25Ks in the East
Germany-based units.
This is one of the
'Frogfoot-Bs' attached to
the 368th OShAP,
formerly based at
Demmin-Tutow.

Below: This is the T8UB-1
prototype, the first
Su-25 UB. Consideration
was given to training
Su-25 pilots on existing
types, such as the
MiG-15UTI but, wisely,
the decision was made
to develop a two-seater.

magazines the following year. The deliveries to Czechoslovakia
took place early in the Su-25's career, even before the type
had reached the Group of Soviet Forces in Germany, and
while only one of the 60th OShAP's squadrons was available
for combat in Afghanistan. The Su-25Ks delivered to
Czechoslovakia and Bulgaria differed little from the aircraft
used by Soviet regiments during the same period, although
they almost certainly had slightly downgraded defensive
avionics equipment and were not compatible with nuclear
weapons. Identically designated Su-25Ks delivered to other
customers (e.g., North Korea and Iraq) were probably even
more downgraded, although they displayed few external
differences to the Soviet Su-25s.

Shopping for an Su-25
The costs of military aircraft are seldom revealed. Even

when one is, it is hardly clear what level of spares support,
ammunition, and ground support equipment has been
included. Furthermore, prices actually differ according to
political circumstances, the customer's 'status' (in relation to

the supplier), and the extent to which the deal is being
financed by the home government (as aid, as a genuine
commercial deal, or in exchange for some commodity).
Today, Russian aircraft manufacturers often find themselves
supplying their aircraft as part of debt repayment packages.
Prices can also differ according to whether the deal involves
offsets, or according to the currency in which the customer
will be paying. Finally, the exact specification of the aircraft
being delivered will have an impact on price, as will the
inclusion of any training within the USSR.

For all of these reasons, it is unusual for the price of a
military aircraft to be openly released. The price offered to
a long-standing customer or a close ally, paying with gold
(or $US) and not demanding complex offsets, will be very
different to the price offered to a customer paying in palm
oil and unlikely to make even those payments on time or in
full. Surprisingly, quite detailed prices for the Su-25K
emerged during the early 1990s. They gave an indication of
the amount of equipment and weaponry supplied in a
standard package (to equip a single squadron).
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Twelve Su-25Ks, with a set of tools, spares and ground
maintenance aids, were quoted at $132 million ($11 million
each), plus two Su-25UBKs cost an additional $23.8
million ($11.9 million each) with the same tools, spares and
equipment. Each aircraft was supplied with two SPPU-22-01
gun pods, eight BD-3-25 pylons, two PD-62-8 pylons, two
APU-68-85E launchers, two APU-60-1MD launchers and
three empty B8M rocket pods, while two BD-3-25AKU
pylons and their associate two AKU-58E launchers were
supplied with each group of four aircraft. These allowed the
aircraft to carry the Kh-58 (AS-11 'Kilter') anti-radiation
missile. A conversion training course was costed at $1.596
million, and a KTS-18 simulator at $5.35 million. Four
spare R-195 engines were priced at $4.72 million ($1.18
million each).

Weapons which could be supplied included 3,360
S-8KM unguided rockets (at $1,607 each), 840 S-13T
rockets (at $5,110 each) and 840 S-13OF rockets (at $4,450
each). The larger S-24B (retailing at $5,210 apiece) were
supplied in batches of 336, and 84 S-25-OFM-PUs were
offered at $14,167 each.

For the built-in 30-mm cannon, 5,000 rounds of OFZ
shells were offered at $26,364 per thousand, while similar
OFZ shells for underwing 23-mm cannon retailed at
$7,460 per thousand and were supplied in batches of
30,000. The 23-mm BZT round (supplied in the same
quantity) cost $5,653 per thousand.

Missiles available included the Kh-25ML (168 of which
constituted a standard batch, at $103,643 each) and the Kh-29L
(84 for $175,241 each). Inert captive acquisition training
rounds for both missiles were available in pairs, at $77,734
and $131,433 each, respectively.

Most types of bomb were supplied in quantities of 336,
and unit prices included $1,445 for a FAB-250-270 fire
bomb, $1,956 for a FAB-250M62, $8,705 for a BETAB-500,
$10,195 for a FAB-500SHL, $12,054 for an ODAB-500PM,
$13,728 for an RBK-500 AO-2 cluster bomb and $20,538
for a BETAB-500SHP. The RBK-500 PTAB-1 was the
most expensive bomb offered, at $21,021 each. Smaller
bombs were generally delivered in bigger batches, with the
bargain basement $859 OFAB-100-120 coming in batches
of 1,344 bombs. A handful of specialist stores were supplied
in smaller quant i t ies . A batch of 20 FOTAB-250T
photoflashes retailed at $5,060 each, while 100 SAB-250-200
illuminators cost $4,821 each.

Technical description
The Su-25K's service life was given as 1,500 flying hours

before a major overhaul, and the service interval as 700
hours. They obviously did not expect high utilisation, since
the 700-hour interval was also given as a seven- to eight-
year gap. The first production Su-25 hardly differed from
the later prototypes, and a technical description of one
would apply just as well to the other. In fact, all Su-25s up
until the Su-25T/TM were structurally similar, with much
the same systems. Only a handful of changes were made as
a result of later combat experience in Afghanistan, and they
were limited in scope, despite their impact and significance.

The Su-25 was of conventional configuration and
construction, apart from the extensive use of armour plate.
The aircraft was an all-metal monoplane with a high-set,
high aspect-ratio wing which was modestly tapered and
slightly swept on the leading edge, but not on the trailing
edge. The wing incorporated 2°30' of anhedral. Engines
were mounted to the fuselage sides in semi-conformal
nacelles. Sixty per cent of the aircraft's structure was of

The 5u-25UB retains all
the combat capability of
the single-seat Su-25.
This aircraft is unlikely
ever to see any
dangerous action,
however, as it is the sole
Su-25UB in the
possession of the Slovak
air force. The Czech air
force also operates a
single SU-25UB. All
Slovak 'Frogfoots' are
based at Malacky-
Kuchyna air base, north
of the capital city of
Bratislava. Interestingly,
Slovak Su-25s have
retained the original
white horse badge - the
Ostrava coat of arms -
which was worn by the
aircraft when they were
all in Czechoslovakian
service, and is still worn
by Su-25s in today's
independent Czech air
force.
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The Su-28 trainer began
life as the Su-25UT and
made its maiden flight in
1987. The aircraft was
closely based on the
combat-capable
Su-25UB and the
prototype, seen here, was
built from the T8UB-1
prototype. In the Su-28,
Sukhoi hoped to produce
a combined basic/
advanced jet trainer that
had all the strengths of
the Su-25 (rough field
capability and tough
landing gear, good
mission endurance and a
wide range of fuel
compatibilities) without
any of the mission
equipment or armour
that weighed down the
front-line aircraft.

The similarities and
differences between the
Su-25UB and Su-28 are
clear when one compares
this aircraft with the
Su-28 above. The most
obvious change is the
elimination of the pylons.

conventional Duralumin construction, with 13.5 per cent
titanium alloys, 19 per cent steel, 2 per cent magnesium
alloys and 5.5 per cent fibre-glass and other materials.
Virtually no use was made of carbon-fibre composites or
advanced aluminium lithium alloys.

Electrical power was supplied by a single 28.5-volt DC
circuit, and by three 36-volt/400-Hz and one 115-volt/
400-Hz AC circuits. The DC circuit consisted of a trans-
former, voltage regulator, and circuit breakers. Power was
generated by a pair of engine-driven GSR-ST-12/400
generators, with two 25 Aph NiCad batteries available as an
emergency power source.

Fuel system
The Su-25's fuel system delivers fuel to the engines from

four pressurised main tanks, and from any external tanks
(up to four of which can be carried underwing). The
system incorporated DCN-44S-DT supply pumps,
ECN-91B centrifugal delivery pumps and SN-6 ejector
pumps, together with an NR.-54 regulator, filters, cleaners,
and dump valves, and with flow-meters, pressure and
contents sensors. The internal tanks are pressurised using
bleed air from the compressor's eighth stage. The No. 1
and No. 2 tanks are located in the fuselage, with the No. 2
(rear) tank sub-divided into two and acting as a collector
tank. The fuselage tanks contained a total of 2386 litres
(525 Imp gal) and had armoured bottoms and sides, beside

being self-sealing and lined with reticulated foam. The
wing tanks contained a total of 1274 litres (280 Imp gal).
The tanks could be filled manually, through gravity filler
caps, or using a single pressure-refuelling point in the No. 1
tank. The engines can run using five types of aviation
kerosene (PL-4, PL-6, T-l, TS-1 and RT) or in emergency
can run for a limited time on diesel.

The Su-25 has independent twin hydraulic systems, each
powered by an engine-driven NP-34-1M supply pump and
each using 18 litres (4 Imp gal) of AMG-10 hydraulic fluid,
pressurised to between 20 and 23 MPa using nitrogen. The
port engine drove the system designated as the primary
hydraulic system (PGS), which powered the nosewheel
steering unit, the initial chambers of the aileron boosters,
the airbrakes, the slats, the flaps and the tailplane, and could
be used for emergency undercarriage extension. The star-
board engine drove the secondary (VGS) system, which
was used for undercarriage extension and retraction, main-
wheel braking, and the yaw damper, and for the second
chambers of the aileron boosters.

The semi-monocoque fuselage consisted of four sections
(nose, forward fuselage, centre section and rear fuselage)
and was built up around 35 bulkheads, longerons, auxiliary
bulkheads, stringers and a stressed skin. The foremost nose
section extended from the first to the fourth bulkhead, to
which were attached the twin air data booms with their
pitot-static sensors. The nose incorporated a downward-



opening forward fairing, whose chiselled front edge
included the Klen PS laser rangefmder window, and which
swung down to give access to the Klen equipment. The
unpressurised navigation and auxiliary avionics bay behind
this incorporated four upward-opening access doors.

The nosewheel bay contained the rearward-retracting
nose oleo, which incorporated a twin-chamber hydro-
pneumatic shock absorber (containing nitrogen and AMG-10
hydraulic fluid) with a maximum stroke of 340 mm (13.4 in).
The nosewheel was hydraulically steerable through 60°, and
was covered by a large mudguard/debris deflector. The
nosewheel bay was covered by tandem twin doors, the
long, thin rear door closing again after undercarriage exten-
sion. The undercarriage doors were linked to the oleo by
rods. Retraction and extension was controlled hydraulically,
usually by the secondary hydraulic system, but by the
primary system in emergency.

Armour plated
A key feature in ensuring survivability over the battle-

field was the provision of an armoured cockpit to protect
the aircraft's most vulnerable component: the pilot. This
took up most of the forward fuselage section, back to Bulk-
head No. 11, together with the nosewheel bay, the gun bay
and the main avionics bay. The cannon bay lay between
bulkheads 4 and 7 in the lower left 'corner' of the fuselage
and accommodated a single AO-17A twin-barrelled 30-
mm cannon (also known as the GSh-30-2, or as the 9A623)
with its 250-round ammunition box. This weapon had a
rate of fire of 3,000 rpm and a muzzle velocity of 870 m
(2,855 ft) per second.

The Sukhoi OKB originally planned a steel-armoured
cockpit 'bathtub' that would come up to the pilot's
shoulders. It was designed to use two layers of hard and soft

steel. Welding such a structure meant losing some of the
armoured properties, but using rivets or bolts risked these
fasteners becoming secondary projectiles when hit. It was
finally decided that the pilot's cockpit 'bathtub' would be
of welded titanium plates, each between 10 and 24 mm
(0.4 and 0.9 in) thick. This was an expensive but highly
efficient solution to the problem, and resulted in the pilot
sitting in a box of armour which was reportedly capable of
withstanding hits by up to 50 20-mm or 23-mm rounds.
The titanium cockpit was not ready for installation in the
first prototype, so steel plates machined to be the same
weight as the 24-mm titanium sheets were used.

Protecting the pilot
The pilot sat as low as possible in the cockpit, and,

because this restricted his ability to maintain a good all-
round lookout, he was provided with a rear-facing
periscope set into the top of the canopy, and with rear-
view mirrors mounted on the windscreen arch. By necessity,
the pilot's head projected a certain amount above the
cockpit rails where it was vulnerable to ground fire. To
protect his head, the pilot looked out through a windscreen
of armoured glass, and a massive plate of armour sat above
the ejection seat headrest, protecting the pilot from rounds
coming from above and behind.

It was not only the pilot that was protected by armour.
Virtually all vital systems and components were protected
by armour, or duplicated, or both. The main engine oil
tank, housed in the starboard nacelle, was protected by
armour plate, and the main fuel lines leading from the main
fuel tank to the engines were armoured and routed so that
they could not spray fuel onto the engines if severed. The
fuel tanks themselves were self-sealing and filled with
reticulated foam to prevent explosions if breached.

The single Su-28 (which
has also been referred to
as the Su-25M or
Su-25UT) was painted in
a red, white and blue
display scheme and
wore DOSAAF titles on
the tail. The paramilitary
DOSAAF was the
'private flying'
organisation of the
former Soviet Union
that provided basic
flying training for
students - most of
whom would end up in
the armed forces or
other state aviation
bodies. The Su-28 was
mooted as a
replacement for the
DOSAAF's huge number
of Czech-built Aero L-29
and L-39 jet trainers
which were becoming
increasingly difficult to
support, even before the
fall of the Warsaw Pact.
In truth, the ungainly
Su-28 was ill-suited to
such a task, but it did
make a few brief
appearances at Western
air shows in this guise.
After a Paris debut in
1989, it travelled to
Dubai (as seen here, in
1991) and later to the
Philippines.
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Above: 'Blue 08' was the
prototype Su-25UTG
carrier trainer and made
its first landing aboard
the carrier Tbilisi
(which became the
Admiral KuznetsovJ in
November 1989. The
Su-25UTG was intended
to train Soviet/Russian
pilots in basic carrier
operations, but they
were never conducted at
a proper operational
tempo. The Soviets'
headlong rush into
carrierborne aviation
was defeated by lack of
funding, before the
terrible problems caused
by moving straight into
full-blown fast-jet
operations at sea
became manifest.

Above right: The
prototype Su-28
(T8UTG-1) is seen here
making its first ski-
jump at the Saki naval
training airfield.

Right: 'Blue 08', and the
production UTGs, have
a modified rear fuselage
structure to cope with
the loads imposed by
arrested landings. The
Su-25UTG has an
(arrested) landing
distance of 90m (295 ft)
and is stressed for a
load of5Q on landing.

The control surfaces were actuated via titanium control
rods each 40 mm (1.5 in) thick, proved against damage by
small-calibre (up to 12.7-mm) machine-gun fire. Unlike
cables, these could be distorted or nicked and still continue
to function. The elevator control rods were duplicated. It
has been suggested that pitch controls were better protected
than roll and yaw controls so that the pilot would have the
maximum chance of being able to pull up to eject if he
suffered catastrophic damage while at low level.

Cockpit systems
The pilot sat on a Severin K-36L ejection seat. The

K-36L was a simplified version of the K-36D or K-36DM
used by aircraft like the MiG-29 and Su-27. Surprisingly,
the seat was not capable of zero-zero operation; instead, it
was cleared for operation at ground level, at speeds of over
55 kt (100 km/h; 65 mph). The seat was able to cope with
inverted ejections at heights of 150 m (490 ft) or above, and
90° ejections from heights of 50 m (165 ft) and above. The
cockpit also incorporated an air conditioning system,
though this was intended more to maintain a degree of
overpressure (between 3 and 5 kPa) in the cockpit, to
prevent NBC contamination, than to maintain pilot
comfort. The air conditioning system also supplied air to
the pilot's anti-£ suit and ventilated the windscreen and
canopy, while also providing cooling air for the avionics
compartments. Air for the system was bled from the eighth
(final) compressor stage, and then passed through two heat
exchangers and a turbocooler.

The separate oxygen system supplied a mix of air and
pure oxygen to the pilot at altitudes in excess of 2000 m
(6,560 ft), with pure oxygen above 7000 m (23,000 ft). The
oxygen/air mix was produced in a KP-52M mixer unit.
The oxygen was drawn from four 5-litre (15-MPa) bottles
housed in the nosewheel bay. A BKO-3VZ emergency
oxygen system was housed in the ejection seat, primarily
for use during an ejection at high altitude, and gave a three-
minute supply.

The cockpit was as conventional in layout as the aircraft
was conventional in configuration: ergonomically laid out,
but with rows of conventional analog instruments, switches
and selectors, and without any electronic 'glass' display
screens. The overall effect was old-fashioned and cramped,
and the layout would have felt familiar to a late-generation
MiG-21 pilot, or to pilots accustomed to the MiG-23 or
Su-17. The panel was painted in a blue-grey colour slightly
less vivid than the near-turquoise once used in Soviet
combat. The cockpit incorporated many typically Soviet
features, from the painted white vertical line on the lower
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panel which showed the pilot the stick central position
(useful when recovering from a spin or departure) to the
rail-mounted throttles and chunky-topped control column.

The throttles were mounted on a pair of parallel rods on
the port cockpit wall, below the canopy rail. The port
console mounted external stores, weapons selectors and
jettison controls, as well as trimmers, drag chute, oxygen
and air conditioning controls. The starboard side console
and cockpit wall contained navigation system, radio,
transponder, lighting and chaff/flare dispenser controls, plus
the engine start panel and generator controls.

The rear cockpit of the two-seat Su-25UB was broadly
similar to the single-seat or front cockpit. It lacked the
gunsight and instead had a control panel for a system which
allowed the instructor to simulate emergencies in the front
cockpit, or to generate synthetic symbology in the front-
seat sight. Full dual controls were fitted.

Su-25 avionics
The Su-25 was well equipped, with superb equipment

and aids for precise navigation, accurate weapons delivery
and self-defence. Even before details of the exact equipment
fit became known, Western analysts were able to make
some fairly accurate estimates of what types of equipment
were fitted from the plethora of antennas, fairings, bumps
and protrusions which littered the airframe from nose to
tail. The nose culminated in an angular 'chisel', whose
sloping face was transparent, behind which was the Klen-PS
laser rangefinder. Immediately above the tip of the nose was
a pair of parallel instrumentation booms, serving as pitot-
static sources for the instruments and the weapons aiming
system. The main (port) PVD-18G-3M probe is always
thought to have carried sideslip and AoA sensor vanes, and
a cruciform RSBN-6S antenna, whereas the tandem cruci-
form finlets all seem to have been fixed antennas for the
RSBN, and not pivoting vanes. The starboard (secondary)
PVD-7 probe is a simple pitot. The RSBN-6 system is used
in conjunction with RSBN-2N or RSBN-4N ground
beacons for navigation, or with PRMG-4 for instrument

landing approaches. This allows approaches down to 60 m
(200 ft) above the runway. The DUA-3 AoA vanes were
actually mounted low on the forward fuselage sides,
roughly in line with the forward edge of the windscreen. A
single DUA-3M yaw vane was mounted below the nose,
on the centreline, just ahead of the gun muzzle. The nose

Ukraine's Su-25UTGs
were obtained from
former Soviet forces, left
behind when Ukraine
split from the USSR/CIS.
The aircraft adopted
Ukrainian markings (left)
over their existing
camouflage and
squadron badges. Today,
some if not all of
Ukraine's Su-25UTGs are
operated by the
International Fighter
Pilot's Academy (above),
which flies from
Kirovskye air force base
in the Crimea.

After the Kuznetsov
made its IFOR
deployment to the
Adriatic in 1996, it made
a port visit to Malta with
this Su-25UTG on board.
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These photographs
illustrate the two T8M
prototypes. The top
photograph shows
T8M-1, the first Su-25T,
which made its maiden
flight in 1984. The
second aircraft (above)
is the T8M-2 posing at
Akhtubinsk. This aircraft
was later lost during
flight testing.

This aircraft is the
T8M-1, repainted, as
displayed at the MAKS
'95 air show held at
Zhukhovskii in 1995.

contours were broadly similar to those of the similarly
equipped MiG-23B and MiG-27 fighter-bombers.

Below the 'roots' of the instrumentation booms, well in
front of the AoA vanes, were two small spherical antennas
serving the SRO RWR, and two broadly rectangular
dielectric fairings which covered the SO-69 transponder.
Under the nose, just behind the yaw vane, was a small
blade antenna which served the SO-69 transponder.

Further aft, the tandem antennas for the DISS-7 Doppler
were housed under a flush dielectric panel immediately
ahead of the gun bay access door. A similar panel on the
fuselage spine covers the ARK-15M radio compass, while a
slightly-swept T antenna further forward serves the R-862
radio. The 30-W R-862 VHP/UHF radio is used for
routine air-to-air and air-to-ground communications in the
100-149.975 MHz and 220-399.975 MHz ranges. A 10-W
R-855 emergency radio (20-59.975 MHz) is housed in the

ejection seat survival pack. The wingtip pods mounted
dielectric leading edges which covered SPO-15 (L-006LE)
Sirena RHAWS antennas, and some later Su-25 variants
had a square antenna projecting from the side of the pod.
This served the Gardeniya active jammer.

Under the rear fuselage were a short 'towel rail'-type
antenna serving the R-828 'Eucalyptus' radio. The 20-W
R-828 radio is used for communicating with army units on
the ground. Further aft on the rear fuselage was a blade
antenna for the MRP-56P radio beacon receiver, and a
flush disc-shaped antenna serving the RV-15 (A-031) radio
altimeter. Further aft (behind the towel-rail), there was
sometimes a tripole antenna below the rear fuselage, similar
to that above the nose, this serving the SRZ/SRO IFF
system. The sharp spike-like fairing projecting aft above the
tailcone housed an RSBN antenna in the tip, with scabbed-on
SRZ/SRO antennas on the sides.

The pilot entered the cockpit using a three-rung
retractable boarding ladder, which is telescopic and which
then folds upwards into a well incorporating two footholds.
From the top foothold, the pilot steps across forward to a
fold-down step, from which he can reach the cockpit itself.
Grab handles are mounted behind the canopy and further
aft on the side of the spine. The two-seater was fitted with
a simpler entry ladder, which consisted of a simple
telescopic pole to which were attached folding footsteps.
This freed the pilot from reliance on ground support
equipment ladders. Surprisingly, in view of this advantage,
many late Su-25UBs seem to have been built without an
integral boarding ladder.

Internal fuel tankage
The centre fuselage incorporates the wing centre-section

and two integral fuel tanks, and runs between bulkheads
11B and 21. The No. 1 fuel tank (between bulkheads 11B
and 28) contained 1128 litres (250 Imp gal), and the No. 2
tank (between bulkheads 18 and 21) contained an additional
1250 litres (275 Imp gal). The top of the centre fuselage
section contained a duct through which ran the control
rods, fuel lines and other hydraulic, air conditioning and
wiring runs. In the bottom of the centre fuselage, between
bulkheads 12 and 18, were the mainwheel bays. The main
oleos, which incorporated 400-mm (16-in) stroke twin-
chamber hydro-pneumatic shock absorbers, retracted
forwards. The mainwheels braked automatically during
retraction, and were each covered by tandem doors. The
forward doors were hinged outboard, and closed inward
again after undercarriage extension.

The engine nacelles and intake ducts were attached to

>6
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the sides of the centre fuselage. They were constructed
from bulkheads, longerons and double skin, and stood 60
mm (2.4 in) from the fuselage sides, leaving a slot for the
extraction of boundary layer air. The intake lips were raked
forward by 7°, giving slightly better air flow at higher
angles of attack.

Rear fuselage assembly
The rear fuselage ran back from bulkhead 21, and incor-

porated the engine mounts (at auxiliary bulkheads 20 and
27) and the tailplane attachment points. The brake chute
compartment and its upwards-hinging cover were mounted
on the last bulkhead, No. 35. The compartment contained
a pair of cruciform PTK-25 brake chutes, each of 25 nr
(270 sq ft) area, which were deployed using springs and
small drogue chutes. The three-spar fixed tailfin was
attached to three points above the rear fuselage, and incor-
porated a cooling inlet at the root for the electrical generator.

A Tester UZ flight recorder was buried inside the fin
structure, which also served as the mounting point for the
antenna (below a dielectric fin cap), and for SPO-15
RHAWS and R-862 UHF/VHP radio antennas on the
trailing edge. The trailing-edge rudder was divided into
upper and lower sections, with the upper section indepen-
dently controlled through the SBU-8 oscillation damper
and an RM-130 hydraulic actuator.

Above the brake chute compartment, behind the fin
leading edge, four upward-firing chaff/flare dispensers were
recessed into the top of the rear fuselage decking, each
containing 32 cartridges. Between the side-by-side pairs of
chaff/flare dispensers on each side of the centreline was a
slender tubular fairing projecting aft and culminating in a
sharp dielectric spike. This housed an antenna for the
RSBN TACAN, and had antennas for the SRO IFF system
scabbed onto its sides.

The horizontal tailplane had a swept leading edge

This view of an Su-25T
shows the redesigned
chaff/flare housing
above the brake chute
fairing. For the 'Super
Frogfoot', Sukhoi
expanded even more on
the Su-25's already
substantial self-defence
fit. The Su-25T's UV-26
countermeasures
dispenser can carry a
mixture of 192 PPI-26 IR
decoys and PPR-26 chaff
cartridges.

The Su-25TK is the
export-dedicated version
of the Su-25T-though
whether its equipment
fit is equivalent to the
Su-25T or Su25TM
remains unclear. Any
actual systems fit can
probably be dictated by
the customer, but this
confusion is a reflection
of the lack of
information about the
Su-25T/Su-25TM family
in general. For example,
this is the aircraft
displayed at the
Farnborough air show of
1992asanSu-25TK,yet
'Blue 10' was probably
built to Su-25TM
standard, from a
converted Su-25T.
Russian sources have
labelled this aircraft as
the T8M-10, Su-25Tand
Su-25TK.
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Above: The second Su-25Tprototype is
seen here carrying pairs ofR-60 (AA-8
'Aphid') AAMs, B-13L 122-mm rocket
pods, FAB-500M-62 HE bombs, 9M120M
Vikhr anti-tank missiles (16), one
KAB-500L LGB and one AC/7-297
(AS-14 'Kedge') TV-guided missile.

Below: A detailed
view shows the
seeker heads of
theKh-29Tand
the semi-active
laser-homing
Vikhr M missiles.

This Su-25K (above) has the late-model
single-piece muzzle for its GSh-2-30
30-mm cannon. On the Su-25T (left) and
Su-25TM the same gun has been moved
to a ventral housing (designated
NPPU-8M). Below can be seen the
sideways feeding ammunition train for
the GSh-2-30's VPU gun assembly. Up to
250 30-mm rounds can be carried.

Below: Seen here under the
wing of an Su-25T is a (red-
nosed) Kh-25ML (AS-10
'Karen') semi-active laser-
guided missile. Kh-25ML has
a range of 20 km (12.5 miles)
and a 90-kg (198-lb)
warhead. Beside it is a
B-13L 122-mm rocket pod.
The B-13L is a five-round
pod that can fire rockets
with a range of warheads. A
dummy R-60 is also carried.

Right: This Su-25TM
is carrying a grey
MPS-410 Omul ECM
pod alongside an
(extremely fanciful)
Vympel R-77 (AA-12
'Adder') medium-
range AAM - the
so-called
'AMRAAMski'. No
Su-25 yet has the
capability to use
such a weapon.

Below: This eight
FAB-100s bombload on
this Guards Regiment
Su-25 is more
representative of the
capabilities of the
'Frogfoot' than some
of the other loadouts
seen here. The Su-25
excels as a 'bombtruck',
as proved in
Afghanistan and other
more recent conflicts.

Below right:
The greatest
lesson learned
by the Soviets in
Afghanistan
was the need for
much improved
self-defence
measures. Twin
banks ofASO-2V
dispensers are
now fitted to the
Su-25.
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Su-25TM (T8-M10)
Sukhoi OKB Flight Test Department
Detached to GLITS (State Flight Test Centre)
Akhtubinsk, Russia
Akhtubinsk houses the front-line fast-jet and offensive elements of the Air Forces' Scientific and Technical Institute
(Nil-VVS). Primarily responsible for service clearance and acceptance of new aircraft types, systems and weapons, the
centre is also used for trials by some of the aircraft design and production companies, who use the base's infrastructure
and the adjacent ranges. No Russian air forces order has been placed for the Su-25T or TM but the type has been evaluated
and tested at Akhtubinsk, although the aircraft operate primarily from the Sukhoi facility within the Lll airfield at
Zhukhovskii. 'Blue 10' was probably the 10th T8-M, and probably the third Su 25TM (T8-TM). The aircraft was also almost
certainly the first built to Su-25TM standards from the start. It has been used for demonstration flights overseas, and as
such has sometimes been referred to as an Su 25K. It has led a busy life as a weapons/weapons system workhorse, testing
different elements of the Su-25TM's weapons system, including both Mercury LLTV and Khod FLIR pods. The aircraft
wears the standard Su-25 brown and green camouflage, unlike some Su-25TM and Su 25Ts which were painted in
experimental grey/blue colour schemes. Some reports suggest that the aircraft was converted to serve as the carrier-
capable Su-25TP prototype, but this cannot be confirmed. In the austere funding environment following the end of the
Cold War, the advanced Su-25TM has so far been unable to win a vital launch order, though there have been reports of
orders from Slovakia, Georgia, Bulgaria and a number of other customers, most of whom were already operators of the
baseline Su-25.

Nose pilots
Like early Su-25s, the Su-25TM retained
a pair of PVO pitot probes projecting from
each side of the upper surface of the
nose. The main probe, offset to
starboard, incorporated antennas for the
RSBN-6S tactical navigation system,
based on a system of RSMN-2N and
RSBN-4N ground beacons and used in
conjunction with INS, and Doppler. The
navigation system of the Su-25TM
allowed more turning points and targets
to be entered than did the navigation
system of the baseline Su-25, but still
lacks the flexibility of modern Western
systems. Teaming with a Western
avionics manufacturer might give the
aircraft a great deal more appeal to
potential customers.

Nose window
The Su-25T and Su-25TM had a recontoured nose
with an enlarged hexagonal forward oblique window
covering the collimated optics for the Prichal laser
rangefinder and target designator, and for the 1-251
Shkval LLTV missile guidance system. Shkval is not
used as a low-level night flying aid, for which a
Mercury LLTV pod can be carried.

Structure and construction
The Su-25TM was based on the airframe of the basic Su-25UB trainer, with no real
change in construction techniques or materials, and with no appreciable increase
in the use of new materials or advanced alloys. Thus the airframe remains
primarily of Duralumin (60%), with significant amounts of steel (19 per cent) and
titanium alloys (13 per cent), and comparatively little use of magnesium alloys
(2 per cent) composites and plastics (5.5 per cent). This makes manufacture fairly
simple and economical, and gives scope for licence assembly or component
manufacture if required. The relatively extensive use of steel and titanium
bestows good battle damage tolerance and considerable airframe strength. The
fuselage is a conventional semi-monocoque, constructed from bulkheads,
longerons, stringers and a stressed skin. Unusual features include the welded
titanium cockpit 'bathtub', and the huge 'keel' between the two engines. Simple,
double-skinned, oval-shaped fixed intakes are attached to the fuselage sides
extending back into the engine nacelles and jetpipes. The engines drop down for
removal or replacement, and are covered by massive doors. Access for routine
servicing is superb. The fuselage incorporates the centre-section of the wing, with
two integral fuel tanks, to which the wings themselves are attached. The wings
are constructed around a central box spar, to which the leading and trailing edges
are attached. Generally the aircraft is simply designed and well engineered, useful
virtues in an aircraft intended to operate from austere forward airfields and in the
high-threat environment over the battlefield.

Cannon
In the second-generation Su-25T and Su-25TM, the
original GSh-30-2 (AO-17AAA623) cannon in its
internal VPU-17A carriage was originally to have been
replaced by an internally-mounted elevating 45-mm
cannon, but this weapon was abandoned before
development was complete, and the original cannon
bay was soon filled with avionics modules for the
Shkval (Squall) system. With the new variant's night-
attack capabilities and increasingly sophisticated
PGM capability, some consideration was reportedly
given to dropping the cannon altogether, marking a
complete shift from CAS to BAI duties, but this met
fierce resistance. When the GSh-30-2 cannon was
reinstated it was fitted in an externally mounted,
partially-faired NPPU-8M gun carriage, mounted
further aft and offset 270 mm (10.7 in) to starboard.
The nosewheel and nosewheel bay had to be
relocated 220 mm (8.6 in) to port to compensate.
Ammunition capacity was reduced from 250 to
200 rounds.
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Variation on the grach badge
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Variations on the
grach badge

Armoured cockpit
The Su-25 pilots sits on a K-36L ejection seat surrounded by 24
mm (0.94 in) of welded titanium, under an armoured canopy -
which opens to starboard. Above the canopy is a small mirror
to compensate for the pronounced lack of rearward visibility.
The canopy transparency is curved, apart from the reinforced
(flat) front panel.

Brake chute
All (land-based) Su-25s have a pair of brake chutes
housed in the extended tail fairing, hidden behind
a neat 'flip-up' cover. The chutes themselves are
cruciform PTK-25 brake chutes, each of 25 m2

(270 sq ft) area, which are deployed on landing,
using springs and smaller drogue chutes.

Su-25 antenna fit
The large blade aerial behind the cockpit of this
Su-25 is the R-862 UHFA/HF radio aerial. Above
the nose the three SRO-2 'Odd Rod' IFF aerials
have been replaced by the single blade antenna
of a newer system. The small dielectric panel on
the side of the nose serves the SO-69
transponder. The small circular antennas for the
SRO radar warning receiver were later added to
the nose of Su-25s, in front of the SO-69 fairing.
Jutting ahead of the nose are the main (starboard)
and auxiliary pitot probes - the first of them also
carries antennas for the RSBN navigation system.
Inside its 'chisel' 'nose, the Su-25 carries the
Klen-PS laser rangefinder and marked target
seeker. Underneath the nose is a pitch vane, and
some aircraft have an additional IFF antenna
immediately behind this. On the side of the
fuselage, below the cockpit, is the Su-25's angle-
of-attack sensor. On the front of each of the
wingtip fairings are antennas for the SPO-15
RHAW system. Formation lights and pop-out
landing lights are located on the side of, and
underneath, the tip fairings, respectively. Not
visible here are the RV-15 radar altimeter and
MRP-56P beacon tracking antennas, located
between the engines on the underfuselage.
Behind the engine outlets is a second RV-15
antenna and the large 'towel-rail' antenna for the
R-828 radio. Another IFF aerial is located under
the fin and on the extended tail 'sting', which
itself is tipped by a second RSBN antenna.



Sukhoi Su-25 'Frogfoot'
378 OShAP/378 OSAP
VVS-SSR

This 'Frogfoot', 'Red 29', was one of those based at Bagram in
Afghanistan during the late 1980s, and is seen here in the markings
it wore in 1988. It was during this period that Soviet operations in
Afghanistan were at their peak - a fact reflected by the number of
incursions made by VVS combat aircraft over the Pakistani border.
In August 1988 an Su-25 was shot down by a Pakistani air force
F 16 This particular aircraft is carrying an unusually heavy warload
for an Afghan combatant. Standard loadouts usually comprised a
small number of very large calibre rockets.

The grach
It was in Afghanistan that the grach (rook) marking, which has
become synonymous with the Su-25 in Soviet (and Russian)
service, first appeared. The origins of the cartoon bird are
unclear, but it was soon worn by virtually all of the aircraft that
served in Afghanistan. When some of these units returned to
their bases in East Germany the black grach artwork returned
with them.

Sukhoi Su-25 specification
Dimensions: fuselage length including probe 15.530 m (50 ft 111/2 in) (15.36 m/50 ft 5 in for
Su-25UB); fuselage length excluding probe 14.59 m (47 ft 10^ in); span 14.36 m (47 ft 1 in); area 30.1
m2 (324 sq ft); tailplane span 4.65 m (15 ft 3 in); tailplane area 6.47 m2 (69.7 sq ft); overall height 4.8 m
(15 ft 9 in) (5.2 m/17 ft 1 in for Su-25UB); wheel track 2.5 m (8 ft 2 in); wheelbase 3.58 m (11 ft 9 in)
Powerplant: two Soyuz/Gavrilov R-95Sh turbojets each rated at 40.21 kN (9,039 lb st) thrust
Weights: empty operating weight 9185 kg (20,250 lb); normal take-off weight (early aircraft) 14250 kg
(31,415 lb); normal take-off weight (late aircraft, after 1984) 14530 kg (32,025 lb); maximum take-off
weight (early aircraft) 17350 kg (38,250 lb); maximum take-off weight (late aircraft, after 1984) 17530 kg
(38,645 lb); normal landing weight 10800 kg (23,810 lb); maximum landing weight 13300 kg (29,320 lb)
Fuel and load: internal fuel 3000 kg (6,614 lb) or 3600 litres (790 Imp gal); normal weapon load
1340 kg (2,954 lb); maximum weapon load 4340 kg (9,568 lb)
g limits: +6.5 to -3 at basic design gross weight
Performance: maximum level speed 'clean' at sea level 1000 km/h (620 mph); limiting Mach No.
0.71 (early aircraft) or 0.82 (late aircraft, after 1984); service ceiling 7000 m (22,950 ft); range with
underwing tanks 1950 km (1,053 nm; 1,212 miles) (1850 km/999 nm/1,450 miles for early aircraft,
manufactured before 1984); range with 3000 kg (6,615 lb) of fuel 500 km (270 nm; 310 miles); take-off
run 500-900 m (1,640-2,953 ft); landing roll 600-800 m (1,969-2,625 ft); take-off speed 240-270 km/h
(130-135 kt; 149-155 mph); landing speed 225-260 km/h (121-124 kt; 225-230mph)

Sukhoi Su-25TK specification
Dimensions: fuselage length including probe 15.33 m (50 ft 4 in); span 14.52 m (47 ft 8 in); overall
height 5.2 m (17f t 1 in)
Powerplant: two Soyuz R-195 turbojets each rated at 44.13 kN (9,921 lb st) thrust
Weights: maximum take-off weight 19500 kg (42,990 lb)
Fuel and load: internal fuel 3840 kg (8,465 lb); normal weapon load up to 4360 kg (9,610 lb)
air-to-ground
g limits: + 6.5 at maximum design gross weight
Performance: maximum level speed 950 km/h (513 kt; 590 mph); limiting Mach No. 0.82; service
ceiling 10000 m (32,810 ft); ferry range 2500 km (1,350 nm; 1,550 miles); low-level radius of action
400 km (215 nm; 250 miles) with 2000 kg (4,410 lb) of weapons; high-level radius of action 700 km
(380 nm; 435 miles) with 2000 kg (4,410 lb) of weapons

Wingtip airbrakes
Early-production Su-25s had a
straightforward two-section,
clamshell airbrake. It was
subsequently modified and
two smaller 'petals' added,
resulting in an enlarged,
four-section, staggered,
articulated airbrake.

Warload
This aircraft is seen carrying a load of four FAB-250-270 250-kg bombs and four
UV-32M rocket pods. FAB- (fugasnaya avia-bomba/'aer\a\ demolition bomb') series
bombs have been in production since the 1950s and are unsophisticated high-drag
weapons, filled with high explosive. The Su-25 can carry a maximum load of eight
FAB-250s - the outermost pylons on each wing are not stressed to carry that
weight. The UV-32 rocket pod can carry up to 32 S-5KP 57-mm rockets. The Su-25
can carry a maximum load of eight pods. Aircraft serving in Afghanistan often carried
a lighter load of two or four S-24 240-mm rockets on the outer pylons, with (small)
bombs inboard.

Undercarriage
The nose gear of the Su-25 is
offset to port and fitted with a
mudguard, to lessen the risk of
debris ingestion to the engines.
The main undercarriage uses
levered suspension legs, an oleo-
pneumatic shock absorber and
low-pressure tyres to enhance
rough-field performance.

The Ulan-Ude
bear
While Su-25s have
adopted the
'unofficial' rook
badge, two-seat
Su-25UBs all wear
the factory badge of
their home, the
Ulan-Ude Aviation
Plant (Joint-Stock
Company), situated
in the Buryat
Republic.



Cockpit
The Su-25TM's retention of the Su-25UB airframe gives it a uniquely
hump-backed profile, with what was once the rear cockpit fixed in place and
'skinned over'. The canopy, based as it is on the front canopy of the
two-seater, is longer than that fitted to the baseline Su-25, and more heavily
framed. Unlike the basic single-seat model, the Su-25TM's canopy
incorporates no overhead rear-view mirror, instead having provision for
rear-view mirrors around the canopy arch. Inside the cockpit, there is little
change from the instrument layout of the original Su-25, though a CRT screen
is provided for the display of LLTV or FLIR imagery. The aircraft also features a
new head-up display, which looks similar to that fitted to the MiG-29, in place
of the original Su-25's simple gunsight. Production versions of the Su-25TM
might incorporate new cockpit displays, perhaps similar to those flying in
the Su-27M.

Powerplant
The Su-25T and Su-25TM are powered by the 44.1 -kN (9,913-lb) R-195 engines usec
by late-series Su-25s and Su-25Ks, rather than the original 40.2-kN (9,036-lb) R-95Sh'
engines fitted to early aircraft. The newer, higher-thrust engine can be distinguished
externally, even installed in its nacelle, by the unorthodox mixer tube which projects
from the centre of the jet pipe, and which mixes bypass and core efflux to reduce IF
signature. Both the R-95 and the R-195 are non-afterburning derivatives of the
Tumanskii R-13F-300, and are of broadly similar configuration and layout. The engine
has a twin-spool, axial-flow compressor, with a three-stage LP compressor, five-
stage HP compressor and a two-stage turbine. The annular combustor consists of 1(
chambers, with two igniters.

Underfuselage pods
Although the space once occupied by the rear cockpit provided additional
internal volume for avionics and increased fuel capacity, the Su-25TM was
always intended to carry some of its mission-specific sensors in external
pods, on the centreline. Pods available include the Merkuriy (Mercury) LLTV
(Low-Light TV), the Khod FLIR (Forward-Looking Infra-Red), and podded
versions of the Khinzhal MMW radar or the Kopyo radar. The Khod and
Khinzhal pods are understood to use a common airframe, shown in this view
of the T8-M10. When carrying Khod, the front of the pod incorporates a
sensor window, protected by articulated upward/downward-opening doors.
Khod and Merkuriy are both primarily intended as aids to low-level navigation
at night, the Shkval LLTV in the aircraft nose being for weapons guidance.
The LLTV or FLIR picture may be displayed on a small CRT display high on
the right-hand side of the panel, next to the HDD's up-front controller. This
screen may also be used to show the Shkval picture. It is not known
whether the HUD itself can display a FLIR (or LLTV) picture. The Khinzhal
millimetre wave radar is associated with guidance of the Vikhr ATGM. Kopyo
is a pulse-Doppler radar (also used in a number of MiG-21 upgrade
applications) and is a more versatile multi-mode radar with attack, mapping
and other modes. The Kopyo radar pod would be especially useful in the
carrierborne, maritime attack Su-25TP. The Su-25TM's centreline pylon may
be able to carry a number of weapons instead of the sensor pods listed
above, though such loads have never been photographed. There have been
suggestions that SPPU-22-01 gun pods, Kh-35, Kh-31, or Kh-58 ASMs may
have been cleared for carnage on the centreline.
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Sukhoi Su-25 'Frogfoot-A'
1 Pilot head
2 Secondary dynamic

pressure probe
3 RSBN ILS antennas
4 Klen-PS laser ranger and

marked target seeker
5 Gun camera
6 SO-69 transponder

antenna
7 SRO RWR antenna
8 Yaw vane
9 Cannon muzzle aperture

10 DISS-7 Doppler navigation
antennas, offset to
starboard

11 Nose avionics equipment
bays, access port and
starboard

12 SRZ IFF antenna
13 Armoured glass

windscreen panels
14 ASP-17BC-8 weapons

sight and recording
camera

15 Instrument panel shroud
16 Control column
17 Rudder pedals
18 Ammunition magazine,

250 rounds
19 Cartridge case collector
20 Incidence transmitter
21 GSh30-2(AO-17A)

twin-barrelled 30-mm
cannon

22 Levered suspension
nosewheel leg strut,
hydraulicallysteerable

23 Single nosewheel with
mudguard, aft-retracting

24 Nose undercarriage pivot
mounting and hydraulic
retraction jack

25 Fold-out cockpit step
26 Slide-mounted engine

throttle levers
27 Pilot's K-36L ejection seat
28 Cockpit canopy, hinged to

starboard
29 Rear view periscope

mirror
30 Cockpit head armour
31 Welded titanium box

structure armoured
cockpit pressure section

32 Centre fuselage avionics
equipment bay

33 Boarding steps
34 Nosewheel housing,

hinged for avionics bay
access

35 5-litre oxygen bottles (4)
36 Telescopic boarding

ladder
37 Port engine air intake

38 No. 1 forward fuselage
fuel tank, armoured and
filled with fire-
suppressant foam; total
internal fuel capacity,
3660 litres (805 Imp gal)

39 Control runs, damage-
tolerant duplicated system

40 Dorsal avionics equipment
compartment

41 Starboard engine intake
duct

42 Fuselage tank gravity fuel
filler

43 R-862 UHF/VHF antenna
44 Starboard wing integral

fuel tank
45 Wing tank fuel filler

46 Leading-edge slat guide
rails and operating linkage

47 Stores pylons, five per
side

48 1150-litre (252-lmp gal)
ferry tank, maximum of
four

49 S-250FM unguided
rockets

50 Outboard pylon with
R-60M (AA-8 'Aphid')
air-to-air self-defence
missile

51 Starboard five-segment
leading-edge slats

52 Landing light glare shield
53 Retractable landing light

54 Forward and starboard
oblique SPO-15 RHAW
antenna

55 Starboard navigation light
56 Starboard 'crocodile'

airbrake, open
57 Starboard aileron
58 Aileron geared tab
59 Trim tab, starboard only
60 Aileron hinge control

linkage
61 Starboard two-segment

double-slotted flap
62 Ferry tank tail fins
63 Exhaust duct cooling air

intake
64 ARK-19 DF antenna
65 ASO-2V32-round

chaff/flare launchers (8)
66 Dual generator cooling air

intake
67 Rudder control linkage
68 Starboard trimming

tailplane
69 Yaw damping upper

rudder segment hydraulic
actuator

70 Fin-tip VHF antenna

71 Rear SPO-15 RHAW
receiving antenna

72 Tail navigation light
73 Upper rudder segment
74 Manually operated lower

rudder segment
75 Rudder geared tab
76 Trim tab
77 Rear chaff/flare launchers
78 Rear SRO RWR antennas,

port and starboard
79 Rear RSBN ILS antenna
80 Parachute door
81 Dual brake parachute

stowage
82 Elevator geared tab,

additional trim tab to
starboard

83 Port manually operated
elevator

84 Port trimming tailplane
85 Lower SRZ IFF antenna
86 Three-position trimming

tailplane hydraulic
actuator

87 Tailplane hinge mounting
88 R-828 HF antenna
89 RV-15(A-031)radar

altimeter antenna
90 Port engine duct

chaff/flare launchers
91 Exhaust stream cooling air

injector plug (infra-red
suppression)



Tail unit
The second-generation Su-25 variants retained the tail unit of the Su-25UB trainer,
with the taller, increased-area vertical fin, increased-area tailplane and reversed profile.
Below the rudder, the fixed part of the fin trailing edge was replaced by a cylindrical
fairing housing the Irtysh ECM system, with an aft-facing Sukhogruz IR jammer in the
flat-ended tip, and later with two ASO-2V 32-round chaff/flare dispensers, firing PPI-26
IR decoy flares. The horizontal tailplane can be trimmed to one of three positions: for
take-off and landing, for normal flight, and for attack manoeuvres. The starboard
elevator is fitted with a trim tab for elevator trimming. The Tester UZ flight data
recorder is mounted in the vertical fin. The small intake at the base of the tailfin
serves to cool the main generators. On the Su-25T and Su-25TM, BU-45A boosters
are added to the elevator control circuit.

Fuel system
The basic Su-25 had internal fuel totalling 3660 litres (805 Imp gal). This
comprised 2386 litres (525 Imp gal) in the fuselage and 1274 litres (280 Imp
gal) in the wings. The Su-25T and Su-25TM had increased total capacity of
4890 litres (1076 Imp gal), thanks to the new nos 3 and 4 tanks in the space
once occupied by the instructor's cockpit. The tanks can be gravity refuelled
individually, or pressure refuelled from a single point in the no.1 fuselage
tank. The bottoms and side walls of each tank were armoured, and
reticulated foam, self sealing linings and inert gas pressurisation are all
available for production Su-25TMs to maximise battle damage tolerance. The
engines can run on five types of aviation fuel (PL-4, PL-6, T-1, TS-1 and RT), or
even, in emergency and for up to six hours, on ordinary diesel. Internal fuel
tankage can be augmented by the carriage of up to four underwing tanks,
each of 800- or 1150-litre (176- or 253-lmp gal) capacity.

Hydraulic systems
In the original Su-25, only the tailplane trim, slats, flaps,
ailerons and upper section of the rudder were hydraulically
boosted, whereas the Su-25T and Su-25TM have
hydraulically actuated elevators as well. The primary and
secondary hydraulic systems are also used for nosewheel
steering, undercarriage retraction and braking and for yaw
damping. The hydraulic systems of the Su-25 are
exceptionally well protected against battle damage.

Self-defence
Like the basic Su-25, the outermost underwing
pylons (PD-62-8 pylons) can be used for the
carriage of IR-homing air-to-air missiles. They are
almost inevitably R-60M (AA-8 'Aphid') AAMs;
reports suggest that the aircraft may also carry
the R-73 (AA-11 'Archer'), but no photos have
been seen showing this missile on a flying Su-25
of any sub-type. Many believe that the Su-25TM
would be more likely to carry at least one MSP-
410 Omul ECM pod (an improved, podded
version of Gardeniya) on the outermost pylons,
perhaps with S-13ALC decoys to be fired from
B-13L five-round rocket launchers, as seen on
the pylon next inboard from the outermost
hardpoint. These pods can also be used to fire a
variety of rocket-propelled weapons, of course.

Wingtip pods
Most examples of the Su-25TM were fitted with redesigned wingtip
pods incorporating extra RWR and ECM antennas. On the port
wingtip, they included a box-like dielectric antenna on the upper
surface of the pod, and Pastel RWR antennas on the sides of each
pod, forcing the navigation lights to be relocated further aft. Each pod
incorporated a glare-shield inboard of the PRF-4M pop-down landing
light, with the later 'double-jointed' four-section airbrakes forming the
rear part.



Underwing hardpoints
Apart from the lightly-stressed PD-62-8 pylons furthest outboard, all
of the pylons fitted to the Su-25 are of the heavy-duty universal
BD3-25 type, with the inboard and centre pylons being 'plumbed'
for the carriage of external fuel tanks. Two types of fuel tank are
available: the 800-litre (175-lmp gal) PTB-800 and the lengthened
PTB-1150, which holds up to 1150 litres (252 Imp gal). The BD3-25
pylon can accommodate any current Russian air-to-ground bomb up
to a maximum weight of 500 kg (1,102 lb), and with adaptor rails to
allow the carriage of a wide range of air-to-air and air-to-ground
missiles. The centre pylons on each side are wired to allow the
carriage of SPS-141MVG-E Gvozdika ECM jammer pods. This
aircraft carries an atypical 'air show'-type loadout, with a Kh-29T
(AS-14 'Kedge') TV-guided ASM just launched from the innermost
pylon; eight 9M120 Vikhr ATGMs next; an S-25L laser-guided high-
calibre (250-mm) tube-launched rocket next; and a B-13L pod on
the outermost BD3-25.

Wing
The wing of the Su-25TM incorporates 2° 30' of
anhedral (negative dihedral or droop) with modest
sweep on the leading edge and a straight trailing
edge. The wing box spars are built up around top and
bottom flanges, with front and rear walls and a
network of ribs and stringers. The area between the
first and 10th ribs is sealed to form an integral fuel
tank. The leading edge is built up around ribs and a
skin, and incorporates the aileron control rods, wiring
for the lighting, wingtip antennas and pylons. They
also mount the five-section leading-edge slats, each
section of which is connected to the leading edge
using two hinges. The slats extend to 12° for take-off
and landing and to 6° for combat manoeuvring. There
is a dogtooth leading-edge discontinuity at the root of
the third slat section, reducing induced drag by
generating a powerful vortex across the wing. The
trailing edge of the wing incorporates a two-section
flap inboard, with ailerons outboard. The flaps deploy
to 20° for combat manoeuvring and differentially (35°
inboard and 40° outboard) for take off and landing.
The boosted ailerons (deflecting to ±18°) are
actuated via a BU-45A booster unit.



92 R-195 non-afterburning
engine

93 Port hydraulic reservoir
and accumulator, dual
system

94 No. 2 rear fuselage fuel
tank, armoured and filled
with fire-suppressant
foam

95 Wing centre-section fuel
tank, integral with No. 2
fuselage tank

96 Engine compressor intake
97 Oil tank

-n

98 Engine accessory
equipment gearbox

99 Port wing integral fuel
tank

100 Flap hydraulic
actuators

101 Flap guide rails
and carriages

102 Port two-segment
double-slotted flaps

103 Aileron control linkage
104 Aileron hydraulic actuator
105 Port elevator with

geared tab
106 Port 'crocodile' airbrakes
107 Airbrake flap hinge

linkage
108 Airbrake hydraulic

actuator
109 Port navigation light
110 Port landing light and

glare shield
111 SPO-15 RHAW forward

and port oblique antenna

112 Port leading-edge slat
113 R-60 (AA-B Aphid)

air-to-air missile
114 Outboard missile pylon
115 B-8M1 20-round

rocket launcher
116 S-880-mmFFAR
117 Kh-25ML(AS-10 'Karen')

laser-guided air-to-surface
missile

118 Launch rail adaptor
119 Kh-29T(AS-14'Kedge')

television-guided
air-to-surface missile

120 Kh-29 launch rail adaptor
121 Port mainwheel
122 Levered suspension axle

beam
123 Shock absorber strut
124 Mainwheel leg strut
125 Hydraulic retraction jack
126 Leading-edge slat

hydraulic actuator,
interconnected port and
starboard

127 Intake ducting
128 Main undercarriage

hydraulically actuated
downlock

129 Battery bay
130 Ground power and

intercom sockets, air
conditioning system in
starboard bay

131 800-litre (176-lmp gal)
external fuel tank

132 Kh-29L laser-guided
missile variant in nose
section

133 SPUU-22-01 260-round
23-mm cannon pod

134 SPS-141MVG-EECMpod
135 Articulated twin-barrelled

GSh-23 23-mm cannon
136 BetAB-SOOSP, 500-kg

(1,102-lb) penetrating
bomb

137 FAB-250, 250-kg HE bomb
138 MBD2-67U multiple

ejector rack
139 FAB-100,100-kgHEbomb
140 FAB500M-62,

500-kg HE bomb
141 RBK-500 sub-munition

dispenser
142 10-kgbomblet
143 B-13L five-round rocket

launcher
144 S-13,130-mm rocket
145 9M120'Vikhr'eight-round

missile launcher
146 Vikhr (AT-9 'Whirlwind')

anti-armour missile

Above and below: In the cockpit of the Su-25, primary flight instruments
(KUS-2 airspeed indicator, UV-75-15-PV altimeter, A-031-4 radar altimeter,
PPD-2 VOR/DME, KPP-K1 artificial horizon, NPP-MK navigation/heading
indicator, DA-200P VSI and turn gauge, clock, fuel gauges and other systems
gauges) are flanked to the left by the main weapons panel, and to the right
by the SPO-15 RHAW display, master warning lights, RHAW controls, brake
and hydraulic controls. The left side-panel houses jettison switches, radios,
drag-chute release, environmental and oxygen controls. The POM throttle
assembly is mounted above this panel. The right side-panel (below)
contains the RSBN and ARK-2 controls, transponder and radio switches,
interior lighting, engine start switches and chaff/flare panel.

#

Left: The Su-25 has
nothing as
sophisticated as a HUD
in the cockpit. Instead,
the main instrument
panel is dominated by
the ASP-17 BC-8 electro-
optical weapons sight.
The black pipe-shaped
object mounted in front
of the sight's reflecting
flat glass panel is the
AKS-5-75os 'gun
camera', which films
directly through the
sight.



Sukhoi Su-25 'Frogfoot'

Left and below: The
nose avionics bay of
the Su-25UB and
Su-25 (below) are
similar, despite the
lackoftheKlen-PS
system in the
former. Visible here
are the modules for
the RSBN-6 beacon
tracking system.
Weapons-related
systems are housed
to port.

Above and below: The front cockpit of the Su-25UB (or UBK) trainer is
largely identical to that of the Su-25, but the rear cockpit has the weapons
sight replaced by an additional stores control panel, which replicates the
functions of the same panel in the front seat. The heavy framing around the
second cockpit substantially limits the vision of its occupant, to an even
greater degree than that of the frontseater.

Right: Like most front-
line Russian-built
combat aircraft, the
Su-25 is fitted with the
extremely reliable
Zvezda K-36L zero/zero
ejection seat. The firing
handles for the seat are
between the pilot's legs.
ThisviewofaK-36L
shows the 'windshield'
fitted above the seat (in
the 'Frogfoot') and the
two tubular housings for
the seat's unique
stabilising drogue
parachutes.

Above: The Su-25 (seen here) has a
Klen-PS laser rangefinder, while the
Su-25TM is fitted with the advanced
Prichal system. The aircraft's
nosecone hinges down for access.

Below: The Su-25 has five underwing
pylons, on each wing. The four inner
pylons are stressed to carry up to 500 kg
(1,102 lb). The outer pylon is reserved
for lightweight AAMs only.
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Left: The Su-25
has a neat
integral access
ladder, while the
Su-25UB has a
less heavily
framed design.

Right: This is the
housing for the
Su-25's twin drag
chutes. Both
chutes are held in
a single tidy
package until
required. Above
the chute housing
is an RSBN
antenna.



Sukhoi Su-25, Su-28 and Su-39 'Frogfoot'

Top: Until the arrival of
the Su-25T the only
'Frogfoots' to be fitted
with uprated engines
were the handful of
Su-25BM target-tugs.
Their improved R-195
engines fit neatly into
the existing engine bays
and only small clues
betray their presence.
Chief among them are
the extended jet-pipes
that protrude from the
engine efflux cowlings.
If the Su-25BM were not
carrying the 77.-70
target-towing system, it
could still be identified
by the missing intake at
the base of the fin.

Above: Experience in
Chechnya, when bad
weather grounded the
VVS Su-25 force,
underlined the need for
the all-weather
Su-25T/TM. ThisSu-25TM
is seen at Zhukhovskii
carrying the Kopyo-25
radar pod.

(slightly more swept than the wing) and a forward-swept
trailing edge. It was built around two spars in two halves,
and was then joined by a centre-section which ran through
the rear fuselage. The tailplanes incorporated some dihedral
to keep them clear of the jet wash from the engines, and to
keep them out of the turbulent air coming off the wing.
The tailplane was hydraulically adjustable to any one of
three positions, one used for take-off and landing, one for
normal flight, and one for dive attacks. The elevators were
joined to the trailing edge of each tailplane by three hinges
and were aerodynamically and mass balanced. They could
deflect to 14° upward and to 23° downward. An elevator
trim tab was fitted to the starboard elevator.

Wing design
The wing, like the tailplane, was built in two halves, and

each section was constructed around a central box-section
spar with ribs, longerons and stringers. The area between
the first and 10th ribs on each side was sealed to form an
integral 637-litre (140-Imp gal) fuel tank. Control rods
(including those for the aileron) and wiring was buried in
the leading edge, with slat actuator hinges mounted on
load-bearing ribs. The trailing-edge section contained fuel
and hydraulic lines, and mounted the flap and aileron
hinges and boosters.

Moving control surfaces extended across virtually the

entire span of the leading and trailing edge. Two-section
double-slotted flaps occupied the inboard part of the
trailing edge, with conventional ailerons outboard. The
flaps could be extended to 20° for manoeuvring, or to 35°
(inboard sections) and to 40° (outboard sections) for
take-off or landing. The ailerons deflected to 18° upward
or 18° downward. The leading edge of each wing was
occupied by an interconnected five-section slat (each
section with two hinges). A leading-edge dogtooth discon-
tinuity began at the root rib of the third flap section. The
slats could be deployed through 6° for manoeuvring, or to
12° for take-off and landing.

Broad flat pods were attached to the wingtips. They
consisted of a dielectric antenna for the SPO-15 RHAWS
forward, with a pop-down PRF-4M landing light in the
underside (usually with a fixed vertical anti-glare shield
inboard), and with the appropriate red or green navigation
light on the outboard edge. The trailing edge of each pod
was split into upper and lower sections which opened as
airbrakes. The wingtip pods also incorporated connectors
for the SPU-9 pilot-to-ground crew intercom system.

Weapons hardpoints
The wing also served as the mounting point for the

Su-25's external warload, which was carried on 10 under-
wing hardpoints. The four inboard hardpoints under each
wing were fitted with universal BD3-25 pylons, and the
outboard hardpoint a PD-62-8 pylon. The latter are
believed to mount only APU-60-1MD missile launch rails,
compatible with the R-60 or R-60M (AA-8 'Aphid')
IR-homing dogfight missiles, carried for self-defence.
There is no reason why the R-73 (AA-11 'Archer') AAM
should not be carried with the appropriate pylon adaptor.

The inboard underwing pylons could be fitted with a
range of adaptors, allowing the carriage of a wide variety of
stores. The pylons closest to the wingroot, and next but
one outboard, were 'plumbed' for the carriage of PTB-800
800-litre (175-Imp gal) or PTB-1150 1150-litre (253-Imp
gal) external auxiliary fuel tanks. These outboard 'tank-
capable' hardpoints (the middle station of the five under
each wing) can also be used for the TL-70 Kometa target
winch system on the Su-25BM, and for the carriage of an
SPS-141MVG-E ECM pod on aircraft assigned to the
anti-radar role. These hardpoints may be the ones used for
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the carriage of nuclear weapons.
The BD3-25 pylons were stressed for the carnage of a

wide variety of stores weighing up to 500 kg (1,100 lb) per
pylon, up to the maximum load of 4340 kg (9,570 lb). The
eight main pylons were seldom used simultaneously, for the
Su-25 normally carries much smaller warloads on only a
portion of its available hardpoints, since the carriage of a
full load imposes range, performance, agility and take-off
penalties.

The 'man pod'
Arguably the most unusual stores which can be carried

underwing are the pods which constitute the AMK-8
mobile maintenance unit. The Su-25 is optimised for
operation from primitive forward airstrips, and can ferry its
own vital ground support equipment in underwing pods
modelled on the airframe of the PTB-800 external fuel
tank. There are four standard types of pod. The K-1E
houses electrical power units, with a compressor and tools
for maintenance and field repairs. The K-2D contains
refuelling equipment (a pump and rubberised cells). The
K-3SNO has maintenance tools and intake blanks, chocks,
and camouflage netting, while the K4-KPA has diagnostic
and checking equipment, and equipment for radio and
avionics maintenance. A final, slightly reshaped AMK-8
pod is available (but is understood not to have been
deployed at unit level). This is designed to transport a
ground crew member, albeit in some discomfort.

The Su-25's orthodox and conventional configuration,

systems and construction were accompanied by predictable
and benign handling characteristics. Transitioning to the
Su-25 was thus not a major step for even fairly inexperi-
enced pilots, since the aircraft enjoyed relatively simple and
uncomplicated handling procedures. It was possible to
conduct most training solo, with an instructor flying chase,
and it was felt that the MiG-15UTI and Aero L-39 would
be adequate for instrument training and check rides,
although the air force did issue a draft requirement for an
Su-25UB as early as 1975. The preliminary design for the
two-seat Su-25 was completed in 1977, but the project was
not accorded a high priority, since many felt that the

Above: The basic Su-25
still has an inventory of
largely 'dumb' ordnance,
such as the 57-mm FFAR
rocket.

Top: 'Yellow 25' is now
the dedicated Su-25TK
demonstrator. The
greatest sales effort for
this version has been
directed at Persian Gulf
states and the Su-25TK
has visited the IDEX
show in Dubai.
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Su-25 'Frogfoot' in Afghanistan
The USSR invaded Afghanistan in December 1979. The
Su-25's involvement in that war was initiated with a
combat trials deployment for the T8, but began in
earnest when early-production Su-25s were delivered
to Shindand in 1982. These photographs were largely
taken around Bagram air base, near Kabul, in 1988, the
last full year of Soviet involvement. By February 1989
Russian forces had left completely, after an
unsuccessful 10-year war of attrition.
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MiG-lSUTI was adequate for the conversion and continuation
training of Su-25 pilots.

The two-seat Su-25UB
Even after the decision was made to produce a two-seat

trainer, the project was always subject to interruption, delay
and the diversion of resources. The first export successes of
the Su-25 in 1984 added impetus to the development of
the trainer, and the first example of an Su-25 (designated
T8UB-1 and coded 'Red 201'), finally made its maiden
flight on 10 August 1985. An original Su-25UB prototype
had been started in 1981, but the incomplete airframe, and
two more, were actually completed as the T8M-1 and
T8M-2 prototypes (and as the T8M-0 for static testing) of
the advanced Su-25T. This variant of the aircraft is
described in detail later. Work on the Su-25UB was
delayed, and finally passed to the Production Plant No. 99
at Ulan-Ude, where a second, new T8UB-1 prototype was
built, which had that plant's distinctive bear badge on its
nose. The same insignia was worn by the second Su-25UB
built at Ulan-Ude, 'Red 202', which acted as the second
prototype. Further Su-25UBs had a similar bear, slightly
smaller, on a tilted rectangular shield. The two-seater
retains full combat capability and is said to be universally
known as the 'Sparka' in Russian and Soviet air forces
service.

In order to reduce development time to a minimum,
airframe changes were avoided wherever possible. Instead
of lengthening the fuselage to accommodate a second
cockpit (which would have involved other airframe modifi-
cations simply to compensate), the instructor's cockpit
replaced a fuselage fuel tank, with a new pair of heavily
framed cockpit canopies fairing into a bulged spine. The
second cockpit was raised by 0.44 m (1.44 ft), giving the
instructor a 7° sight-line down over the nose. This gave the
two-seater a considerable increase in keel area forward, and
the tailfin was enlarged to compensate. The horizontal tail
was increased in area, and was of revised profile. The
Su-25's usual retractable folding ladder was replaced by a
simpler telescopic tubular strut supporting three narrow
footrests. The Su-25UB's heavily stepped cockpits gave the
backseater a better view forward than was obtainable in
most Soviet two-seat trainers, and this made provision of
the almost-traditional periscope less essential. It was offered
as a customer option on the Su-25UBK, the export version
of the two-seater, but was seldom requested. The proto-
types and early Su-25UBKs did not have the periscope
fitted, but many Soviet UBs were so equipped.

Some reports suggest that Sukhoi made plans for a three-
seat trainer (with all three cockpits 'in tandem') but the
reasons for such an aircraft remain unclear, unless it was
expected to serve as a high-speed liaison aircraft. Develop-

Above and below: Some
Su-25s based in East
Germany wore
distinctive disruptive
camouflage schemes
that Western observers
dubbed 'Afghanistan
camouflage'. Two
contradictory stories
emerged from Soviet
ground crew to explain
the unusual paint
schemes. Some said that
the colours had been
worn in-theatre in
Afghanistan, and had
been retained when the
aircraft returned to
Europe. Others said that
the schemes had been
painted on only in
Germany, but as a direct
result of their experience
in Afghanistan, to better
camouflage the aircraft
in European conditions.
To date no photographic
evidence has emerged of
aircraft in Afghanistan
wearing anything other
than the standard three-
tone scheme.
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Two VVS Su-25 units
were based in East
Germany as part of the
16th Air Army (Group of
Soviet Forces in
Germany). They were
the 357th Otdelnyi
Shturmovoi
Aviatsionnaya Polk
(OShAP/lndependen t
Shturmovik Aviation
Regiment) based at
Brandis, and the 368th
OShAP based at
Demmin-Tutow. The
357th arrived with its
aircraft in October 1985,
while the 368th arrived in
December 1988, directly
from Afghanistan.
Aircraft from the two
regiments were largely
indistinguishable as
both used individual red
codes with white
outlines. This is an
Su-25 of the 368th
OShAP, seen landing at
Tutow.

The other major
European operator of the
Su-25 was the
Czechoslovak air force
(the Su-25 is also in
service in Bulgaria).
Czechoslovakia was the
first export customer for
the 'Frogfoot', gaining its
aircraft even in advance
of Soviet units engaged
in Afghanistan. Initial
deliveries were made, by
Soviet pilots, to Hradec
Kralove air base in April
1984 (by June, Czech
pilots were undertaking
these flights). These
aircraft are seen at
Pardubice, in 1993,
following the split of the
Czech and Slovak
Republics. Czech aircraft
were delivered with
black, stencilled four-
digit codes, which later
became solid numerals
with white outlines
(mid-1980s) and finally
all-white, by the early
1990s, as seen here.

ment was reportedly abandoned soon after it began in 1991.
The aircraft was allegedly referred to within the OKB as
the Su-25U3.

Trainer family
The Su-25UB combat trainer formed the basis of the

stillborn Su-25UT (later redesignated Su-28). This aircraft
was intended as a dedicated advanced trainer to replace the
Aero L-29 and Aero L-39, both with the Soviet air forces
and with the paramilitary DOSAAF. It was a simplified,
unarmed two-seater, with no combat capability, no
gunsight, no laser rangefinder, no RHAWS, no chaff/flare
dispensers, and no internal cannon. Weight was reduced by
2000 kg (4,400 lb). Fuel tank linings were removed, and
provision was made for just four underwing pylons, for the
carriage of external fuel tanks only. The prototype was
produced by conversion of the T8U-1, and first flew in its
new guise on 6 August 1985. The Su-25UT introduced a
revised wing leading-edge planform, with the dogtooth
discontinuity between inboard and outboard leading-edge
sections replaced by a short length of leading edge of
reduced sweep, giving a gentle step in the leading-edge
profile. The Su-25UT prototype was painted in a predomi-
nantly white colour scheme, with red and blue trim, and
initially with DOSAAF tail markings and the code 'Red
07'. The aircraft took part in the 1988 DOSAAF acrobatic
championships, and in the hands of Yevgeni Frolov seized a

creditable third place. It was later receded with the Paris air
show code 'Blue 302' for the 1989 Pans Air Salon, by
which time it also wore the revised Su-28 designation on
its intakes. Only a single prototype of the Su-25UT was
completed, and no orders were forthcoming. Reports that
the Su-25UT prototype was subsequently converted to
become the Su-25UTG are entirely without foundation,
and the aircraft remains in use with the OKB's test fleet at
Zhukhovskii.

Su-25UTG for the navy
Another derivative of the Su-25UB was the navalised

Su-25UTG. This had many of the same modifications as
the Su-25UT/Su-28, but was especially strengthened to
withstand the stresses of a carrier landing and was fitted
with a retractable arrester hook, a revised undercarriage and
a carrier landing system. The hook resulted in the new
variant's change in designation (the Russian for hook being
Gak). Sukhoi had hopes that a carrierborne single-seat
Su-25 might be selected as a carrierborne attack aircraft for
the Tbilisi (now Kuznetsov) and its sister ships (all later
scrapped or cancelled). The T8-4 was tested on the dummy
deck at Saki in 1984 at the same time as were the T10-24,
T10-25 and the MiG-29KVP. The selection of the multi-
role MiG-29K for the new carrier air wings led to these
hopes being frustrated, although it was clear that the Su-25
could form the basis of a cheap and simple land-based but
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carrier-capable trainer for teaching carrier landings. It was
anticipated that the aircraft would primarily be used for
teaching experienced MiG-29 and Su-27 pilots the
rudiments of carrier landing, mainly using dummy carrier
decks like the one at Saki. The majority of actual carrier
landing training would be conducted after pilots had
converted to their operational type (the Su-27K or
MiG-29K), perhaps after a familiarisation flight or two in
the Su-25UTG. Since the Su-25UTG would not actually
be based aboard carriers, but would instead fly to and from
a carrier from its shore base, it was decided that wing
folding would not be required.

The varied career of the Su-25UTG
The Su-25UTG prototype (designated T8-UTG1 and

coded 'Blue 08') made its maiden flight in September 1988.
The aircraft was flown onto Tbilisi on 21 November 1989
by Sukhoi project pilot Igor Votintsev and LII pilot
Alexander Krutov, landing after the Su-27K and MiG-29K.
The Su-25UTG may have been converted from an
Su-25UB in the OKB's own workshops. The aircraft

certainly wore a Sukhoi logo on its nose, instead of the
Ulan-Ude factory bear badge applied to most two-seaters
(though, interestingly, never to export Su-25UBKs). The
single prototype was followed by a batch of 10 new
production Su-25UTGs. Five aircraft (coded 'Red 04', '06',
'07', '10' and '11') were sent to Severomorsk, home to the
Kuznetsov's air wing and to an AV-MF Su-25 regiment.
Five more (coded 'Red 60', '61', '62', '63' and '64') were left
behind at Saki where they became part of the Ukrainian

forces. 'Red 60' is believed to have been written off in an
inadvertent wheels-up landing, while 'Red 07' suffered a
fatal accident near Murmansk on 11 November 1992.

Even though only one carrier entered service, the four
Su-25UTGs in service with the unit at Severomorsk were
considered to be inadequate for the training task which
faced them. Accordingly, Sukhoi was asked to produce 10
similar aircraft by conversion of existing Su-25UBs under
the designation Su-25UBP. They were to have the same
airframe strengthening and naval features as the Su-25UTG,
but were also to be fitted with a retractable inflight-
refuell ing probe. There have been reports that the
Su-25UBP programme has been halted, but it is unclear
whether this situation is temporary. The Sukhoi OKB has
not given up its quest to produce an operational carrier-
borne Su-25 derivative, and reports suggest that the bureau
may still be working on a single-seat, carrier-capable,
probe-equipped Su-25TP based on the advanced Su-25T
airframe, equipped with Kh-31 and Kh-35 ASMs.

The true combat debut
Following the successful combat evaluation of the Su-25

in Afghanistan, it became inevitable that production examples
of the type would be used in the conflict when they
became available. Twelve of the first Su-25s equipped the
200th Independent Shturmovik Squadron (often erroneously
described as a Guards unit, and as being either a regiment,
or alternatively a flight) at Shindand. This unit later trans-
ferred to Kabul (probably during 1982) and expanded to 24
aircraft (with 80 pilots) to become the 60th OShAP (some-

Czech Su-25s were
briefly based at Hradec
Kralove, in Eastern
Bohemia, between 1984
and 1985. Their unit, the
30th 'Ostravsky'Fighter-
Bomber Air Regiment,
then moved to
Pardubice in June 1985,
becoming the 30th
Ground Attack Air
Regiment later that year.
The Communist party
collapsed in
Czechoslovakia in
November/December
1989, following the
'peaceful Revolution',
and occupying Russian
forces were ordered to
leave. The military
structure of the Warsaw
Pact was disbanded on
31 March 1991 and the
last Russian forces
departed in June 1991.
Both Czech and Slovak
Republics began to
move towards
independence in the
early 1990s, and the
armed forces were
reorganised in
anticipation. By 1992 the
division of the Su-25
force into two had
begun.
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These aircraft and
personnel of the 368th
OShAP in Germany are
seen preparing to depart
for one of their final
training missions, in
1993. By this time
Russian forces were
unwelcome guests who
had outstayed their
welcome in the reunited
Germany. The 357th
OShAP had already left
Brandis in April 1992 and
the 368th would follow
in June 1993 - one of the
last GSFG units to do so.

times described as the 80th OShAP). The regiment's
commander was given special dispensation to conscript
reinforcement aircraft and aircrew from Su-25 units in
neighbouring republics, notably Turkmenistan. The 60th
OShAP finally withdrew to Sital Chai in Azerbaijan in 1988.

Another long-term Su-25 unit in Afghanistan was the
378th OShAP, in action from 1984. A third Su-25
regiment served in Afghanistan between October 1986 and
November 1987. This was the 368th OShAP, which trans-
ferred to Afghanistan from Uzbekistan, and moved to
Demmin-Tutow in East Germany following its combat
tour, during which it was based at Bagram and Kandahar.
The unit may have been one of several which made brief
deployments to Afghanistan.

While the Su-25 demonstrated great accuracy and good
battle damage tolerance from the very start of its involve-
ment in Afghanistan (especially by comparison with other
aircraft in use in the theatre), it was equally clear that there
was considerable scope for improvement. The threat posed
by Blowpipe, Stinger and Redeye SAMs prompted the
installation of four ASO-2V chaff/flare dispensers in the
upper surfaces of the rear fuselage, on each side of the fin
trailing edge. These usually contain up to 30 PPI-26 IR
decoy flares, giving a total of 120 flares.

The effect of the Stinger
The advantage of having two engines was fully exploited

in the Su-25, in which the powerplants are mounted so
close together that damage to one engine could cause
collateral damage to the other. This became abundantly
clear following the 1984 introduction of the Redeye SAM
by the Mujahideen, and by the October 1986 delivery of
General Dynamics FIM-82A Stinger SAMs. The introduction
of Redeye was followed by the loss of two Su-25s in very
quick succession, these aircraft having proved unable to
decoy the SAMs away using flares. Flare capacity was
increased from 128 to 256, by the addition of four
32-round dispensers scabbed onto the top of the engine
nacelles. When the Mujahideen started using Stinger, the
effect was even more dramatic. Four Su-25s were destroyed
in three days, with two pilots lost. The Stingers tended to
detonate close to the engine exhaust nozzles, piercing the
rear fuel tanks with shrapnel and causing fires which could
burn through control runs, or causing damage to the far
engine. In order to prevent damage to one engine from
taking out the other, a 5-mm armour plate was added
between the two engines (acting as a giant shield and fire-
wall), about 1.5 m (5 ft) long.

A new inert gas (Freon) SSP-2I/UBSh-4-2 fire extinguisher
system was provided. This consisted of six UTBG sensors
in the engine nacelles, which were connected to cockpit
displays. The pilot had four push-buttons to actuate the
extinguisher's first and second stages for each section of the
engine. The Freon was stored in spherical 4-litre (0.87-Imp
gal) bottles, each containing 5.64 kg (12 lb) of gas
pressurised at 6.9 to 14.2 MPa.

These modifications proved a great success, dramatically
reducing the Su-25's loss rate. No Su-25 equipped with the
inter-engine armour was lost to a Stinger, although many
were hit. The modifications were quickly incorporated on
the production line, and were retrofitted to existing Su-25s.

Additional improvements were added during the period
in which Su-25s were fighting in Afghanistan. On aircraft
from the 10th production series, for example, the aileron
control rod was fully faired in and the aileron trim tab was
deleted. Elevator pivots were more effectively faired. Tenth

Above and right: The
GSFG Su-25 units each
had Su-25UBs which
routinely operated
alongside their Su-25s.
The 357th OShAP was
allocated two two-
seaters, and one of its
aircraft is seen above.
The 368th OShAP had
five aircraft (right). Most
front-line units in
Germany operated two-
seat versions of their
aircraft, largely to
make up for their lack of
simulation facilities. This
task was less important
to the 'good weather
only'Su-25 regiments,
who had little need for
instrument training. The
Su-25UBs did, however,
make excellent liaison
aircraft and base 'hacks'.
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series Su-25s also gained'a second external APU/GPU
socket. Other features appeared gradually, and cannot yet
be pinpointed to a particular production series. The nose-
wheel was changed, from one which accepted a tubeless
KN-21-1 tyre to one which took a tubed K-2106 tyre. The
single long fuel tank access panel on the top surface of each
wing was replaced by three shorter access panels, side by
side. Small fins were added to the inboard faces of the
bottom of each wingtip fairing, acting as glare shields when
the PRF-4M pop-down landing lights were deployed. At
the trailing edge of these pods, the airbrakes themselves
were modified. Previously simply splitting 50° up and 50°
down to give a > shape with the point forwards, they
gained auxiliary segments which hinged upwards through
another 90° at their trailing edges to give a shape reminis-
cent of a W turned on its side, with the central point
pointing forwards. During production of the ninth produc-
tion series the cannon muzzle was redesigned, with the
ends of the twin barrels covered by a single muzzle shield.
Many late production Su-25s had their distinctive SRZ and
SRO 'Odd Rod' antennas replaced by simple blade

antennas, similar to the SRO antennas fitted to later
MiG-29s (which retained the traditional tripole SRZ
antennas above their noses). The revised antennas may have
combined interrogator and responder functions.

The 'Frogfoot' becomes the 'rook'
The Su-25 proved extraordinari ly successful in

Afghanistan, enjoying greater accuracy and a lower loss rate
than the MiG-27s, MiG-21s, MiG-23s and Su-17s used
there. The Mujahideen dubbed the Su-25 the 'German
product', believing that its prowess and effectiveness
marked it out from the other Soviet aircraft operating
in-theatre, and indicating that it must have come from else-
where. Combat experience in Afghanistan also generated a
Russian nickname for the aircraft: 'Grach' (Rook).
Publicists and official historians credit the nickname to
ground troops, who reportedly appreciated the aircraft's
close support capability which they likened to the mother
rook's habit of covering her young with her wings when
faced with danger. Other sources suggest that the 'Grach'
nickname was first applied by the pilots of the 200th

The comparatively small
number ofSu-25s based
in east Germany is
somewhat surprising. It
is a reflection of the fact
that Soviet Shturmovik
theory had largely been
applied to the attack
helicopter and that the
Su-25 was a useful
adjunct to this, instead
of the primary exponent.
There is little doubt,
however, that the
existing regiments
would have been
extensively reinforced in
time of war. This aircraft
is seen landing at Gross
Dolln (Templin), north
of Berlin, which was
home to the Su-17M-4s
of the 20th APIB. Like
the Su-25, there were
two 'Fitter' regiments
based in East Germany.

Though unit markings
and badges were not
common throughout the
GSFG, the Su-25 units
were perhaps the least
colourful of all. Only the
grach badge, carried on
some aircraft, broke the
monotony of their
camouflage. Soviet/
Russian military aviation
units do have an intense
pride in their history and
traditions, but this is
rarely expressed through
special colour schemes
or badges, as in the West.
Most of the bases in East
Germany had gate
guards of historic
aircraft, including //-2s,
which the units brought
with them when they
moved from the Soviet
Union and took away
again when they
returned.
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This 368th OShAP
Su-25 is armed with
B-8M1 20-round rocket
pods. Standard 'Frogfoot'
loadouts with the B-8M1
seem to involve only two
pods, whereas either four
or eight UV-32-57 pods
were often carried. The
B-8M1 fires the 80-mm
S-8 FFAR rocket The
B-8M1 is the streamlined
80-mm pod developed for
use on fast jet aircraft
(helicopters, for which
the system was
originally developed, use
the B-8V20A pod). The
S-8 rocket comes fitted
with a HEAT anti-armour
warhead, an 'anti-shelter'
demolition warhead, a
fuel/air explosive
warhead or as a 2-million
candlepower
illumination round.

Most Soviet/Russian
flying operations are
routinely conducted in
the open, from the flight
line. Both Brandis and
Tutow had a large
number of revetments
for their Su-25s, but no
hardened shelters.

OShAE, many of whom were former MiG-21 pilots, who
likened the slow and ungainly Su-25 to a rook, by comparison
with their fast and graceful Falcons. Whoever invented the
name, cartoon rook badges soon started to appear on
Su-25s flown in Afghanistan. This rook badge has become
a widely accepted insignia for Soviet Su-25s, and was
applied to many of the aircraft used in East Germany.
There have been unconfirmed suggestions that the badge is
worn only by Su-25s that flew in Afghanistan.

Bringing back the pilots
The aircraft were often hit by ground fire and SAMs,

habitually after they had overflown the target and were
egressing. The damaged Su-25s usually limped home (even
after a direct Stinger hit), often too badly damaged to fly
again but generally saving the precious pilot. The aircraft
were even sometimes repairable and were always at least a
good source of spare parts. The Su-25 was effectively invul-
nerable to cannon fire; it took 80 20-mm hits to down an
Su-25, compared with only 15 for a MiG-21 or Su-17.

Colonel Alexander Rutskoi, later briefly President of the
Russian Federation, flew as an Su-25 pilot in Afghanistan
while serving on the staff of the Commander of the 40th
Air Army, and became the war's most highly decorated
pilot. Some reports suggest that the T8-15 ('Blue 15') was
one of the aircraft flown by Rutskoi in Afghanistan, and
one which was severely damaged while being flown by him
on two separate occasions, once by ground fire and once by
two AIM-9s fired by a Pakistani F-16. Rutskoi wras
unluckier in April 1986 when he was downed by a SAM,
ejecting inverted at only 100 m (330 ft) altitude. He was
forced to eject again during his second tour of duty in
Afghanistan, on 4 August 1988, when he was once more

engaged by a Pakistani F-16. Hit by an AIM-9, Rutskoi
was forced to eject from his crippled aircraft ('Red 03') and
was captured, being released after two weeks. The remains
of his aircraft were put on display at Kamra. Some reports
suggest that Rutskoi commanded a unit (perhaps an
element of the 378th OShAP) which conducted sustained
night operations before being disbanded and split up
between other units in-theatre.

Afghanistan weapons
The Su-25 used a wide variety of weapons during the

long involvement in Afghanistan. In order to maximise
performance and agility, the Su-25s were seldom fully
laden, often carrying weapons on only two or four under-
wing pylons. A common loadout was two or four S-24
240-mm unguided rockets, or a similar number of shaped-
charge S-25 OFMs. Underwing fuel tanks were sometimes
carried, either on the innermost hardpoints or on the third
pylons out from the root. Various 250-kg or 500-kg (550-lb
or 1,100-lb) bombs were also used in Afghanistan, and
unguided small calibre rockets were carried in UB-32-57
(32 unguided 57-mm rockets per pod) or B8M (20
unguided 80-mm rockets per pod) pods. Towards the end
of the Soviet involvement in Afghanistan, Su-25s started to
be seen carrying guided weapons, including the S-25L
laser-guided, tube-launched 250-mm rocket, the Kh-25ML
and the Kh-29L laser-guided ASMs. According to the
OKB, 139 laser-guided missiles were launched by Su-25s in
Afghanistan, and 137 of them scored direct hits.

Another commonly seen Su-25 weapon which may have
been used in Afghanistan is the SPPU-22-01 cannon pod.
The Su-25 can carry up to four of these pods, usually on its
innermost pylons. Each pod contains a single twin-barrelled
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This admittedly poor
photograph does
provide evidence of
Su-25s in the markings
of the AV-MF (Russian
navy). This aircraft,
'Red 15', is seen at
Panevezys in April 1993,
where several other
'Frogfoots' were also
based. Substantial
numbers of VVS aircraft
were transferred to the
AV-MF in the early 1990s
to circumvent CFE
treaty restrictions on
Russian military aircraft
'west of the Urals'.

23-mm NR-23 cannon, with 260 rounds of ammunition,
and with barrels which can be depressed through 30° up,
allowing the aircraft to strafe a target simply by overflying it
in level flight. This is especially effective against line targets
(e.g., vehicles on a road). The pod may be mounted back-
wards, with the barrels elevated through 23° up, allowing
the aircraft to fire backwards after overflying the target. It is
common practice to pair a forward-firing and rearward-
firing pod. Each pod had a rate of fire between 3,000 and
4,000 rounds per minute.

Afghanistan combat report
Twenty-three Su-25s were lost in action in Afghanistan;

more were destroyed on the ground, including eight at
Kabul in a single rocket attack on 23 June 1988. The
aircraft shot down represented about 10 per cent of Soviet
fixed-wing losses in Afghanistan, with a reported loss rate
of one per 2,800 flying hours. The type made 60,000 oper-
ational sorties. Interestingly, the cockpit armour of the Su-
25 proved particularly successful, and no Su-25 pilot was
killed by projectiles or shrapnel. Several Su-25 pilots
received the Soviet Union's highest honour, the Hero of
the Soviet Union. Lieutenant Colonel Pietr V. Ruban was
given a posthumous award, and a second was awarded to a
Captain Dyakov. Other well known Hero of the Soviet
Union awards were made to Captain Vladislav
Gontcharienko, who flew 415 combat missions, and to
Senior Lieutenant Konstantin G. Paliukov, who destroyed
two Stingers launched against his formation leader, using
gunfire and unguided rockets, during a December 1986
mission. He was killed on 21 January 1987, ejecting after
being hit by another Stinger. He held off the Mujahideen
for an hour before killing himself (and several of his
tormentors) with a hand grenade.

According to official reports, only one type enjoyed a
lower loss rate in Afghanistan than the Su-25, and that was
the obsolete 11-28. Their tail gunners tended to discourage
Mujahideen gunners from popping out of cover to fire as
the ancient bombers egressed, and were also able to call out
rear hemisphere threat warnings. Encouraged by this,
Ilyushin again promoted its aircraft (as the 11-102) as an
Su-25 replacement, but the aircraft was again rejected and
the air force preferred to concentrate on Sukhoi's own
extensively modified Su-25 derivative, the Su-25T.

War in the former republics
Afghanistan was not the only war from which the

designers of the Su-25 could draw lessons based on real
combat experience. Azeri forces used Su-25s in their war
against Armenia during 1992, while from late 1992 the
Georgians used Su-25s against Abkhazian forces fighting for
independence, who were themselves supported by Russian
forces, which included Su-25s. Among the earliest incidents
of this brief but bloody conflict (which lasted until the end
of 1993) was an engagement on 27 October 1992,

involving two Georgian Su-25s and two Russian Su-25s
which were escorting Mi-8s delivering humanitarian relief.
None of the aircraft were shot down. Six Georgian Su-25s
(then virtually the entire Georgian Su-25 fleet) were shot
down later in the war, together with a Russian Su-25 and
one of the Su-25s handed over by Russia for operation by
Abkhazian forces. Following the secession of Abkhazia, the
last Georgian Su-25 was shot down on 5 November while
conducting operations against rebel Zviadist forces who
supported former President Zviad Gamsakhurdia. Georgian
Su-25s wore standard Russian camouflage and red star
markings, and this may have been the origin of the Russian
tricolour tailfin badges applied to some Russian Su-25s.

While development of the extensively redesigned
Su-25T progressed slowly, Sukhoi introduced some final
improvements to the baseline single-seat Su-25 and

Bulgaria is an often
forgotten European
operator of the Su-25,
and until recently little
was known regarding
the status of the Su-25 in
the Bulgarski
Voennvazdushi Sily
(Bulgarian air force).
The BWS took delivery
of36Su-25Ks,35of
which survive and two
of which are seen below.
Both are carrying
UV-32-57 pods.
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Above and top: Four
Su-25UBK trainers were
delivered to the BWS, to
replace MiG-15UTIs, in
1988. Note, on the
uppermost aircraft,
where the old-style
Bulgarian air force star
insignia has been rapidly
overpainted and
replaced with the new
roundel of the BWS.
The coloured outlines
on individual aircraft
serials are believed to
signify their allocation
among squadrons.

two-seat Su-25UB. The most important of these was the
adoption of the R-195 engine, a derivative of the R-95
which offered increased thrust and a lower IR signature.
The powerplant had been intended primarily for the heavy-
weight Su-25T, but its availability came as a blessing to
Sukhoi, which saw it as a welcome means of improving
Su-25 and Su-25UBK performance, even though only a
relatively small number of aircraft remained to be built. The
new engine was first flown in the T8M-1 prototype, while
the T8-14 and T8-15 were re-engined to enable the engine
trials to be completed more swiftly.

The T8-15 (c/n 10192, already used for combat trials in
Afghanistan, and badly damaged while being flown by
Alexander Rutskoi) was used to make the Su-25 's Western
public debut at the 1989 Paris Air Salon at Le Bourget.
Some sources suggest that the aircraft was again re-engined
with its original R-95s to preserve secrecy, but this seems
unlikely. It is more probable that the Sukhoi OKB merely
failed to remark on the change of engine.

The installation of the new engine necessitated some
changes to the engine nacelles and to the rear fuselage.
Auxiliary intakes were added below the rear part of the

nacelle, and additional auxiliary intakes were added above
the nacelle. The small intake at the base of the tailfin was
removed. A tubular pipe projected from the centre of the
jet pipe of the R-195, mixing cool bypass air into the
middle of the jet efflux to reduce the engine's IR signature.
The R-195 had a designated service life of 1,500 flying
hours or seven years, with a 500-hour TBO. Following its
participation in the Paris Air Salon, the T8-15 was used for
a variety of trials, including some maximum weight
weapons tests. It was finally retired to the Central Air and
Space Museum at Khodinka airfield on Leningradsky
Prospekt in Moscow.

The Su-25BM target tug
There is some confusion regarding the designation of the

R-195-powered single-seat Su-25s. Some have suggested
that the only single-seaters powered by the new engine
were the batch of 50 Su-25BM (Bukshir Mishenyei)
dual-role fighter-bomber/target tugs. Others suggest that
more Su-25s were built or retrofitted with the R-195
engine, and only a proportion of these should be referred to
as Su-25BMs. Confusingly, some authorities have even
suggested that certain Su-25BMs were powered by the
R-95 engine. The re-engined aircraft does retain the same
ASCC 'Frogfoot-A' reporting name.

Work on the Su-25 target tug began in 1986, and the
OKB looked at the possibility of producing either a single-
seat or two-seat version. As far as is known, a decision was
made to concentrate on producing a target-towing derivative
of the R-195-powered single-seater, under the designation
Su-25BM. This was always intended to be a 'convertible'
which could be reconfigured for full combat duties at
squadron level. When operating in the target-towing role,
the aircraft carried a TL-70 winch unit with a Kometa
towed target below the port wing, and an inert FAB-250
or FAB-500 bomb below the starboard wing to counter the
asymmetry in weight and drag. The TL-70 winch could
wind out 2300-3000 m (7,545-9,845 ft) depending on the
type of target. A new TL-70 target control unit panel
replaced the gunsight and gunsight control panel, and an
unidentified fairing, with a long, shallow knife-blade
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antenna, was carried on the centreline. This may have
served the Planyer-M system, which could detect target
miss-distances and display them in the cockpit, and simulta-
neously transmit them to a suitably equipped ground
station. As an alternative to towed targets, the Su-25BM
could carry four rocket-powered free-flying PM-6 targets,
or four M-6 parachute targets.

As far as can be ascer ta ined, the R-195-engined
Su-25BM has attachment points for the Vyuga datalink
pod, used in conjunction with the Kh-58U/E (AS-11)
anti-radiation missile. This latent capability may have been
the reason for the reported transfer of Su-25BM target tugs
from the 16th Air Army's target facilities unit at Damgarten
to the 368th OShAP at Demmin-Tutow. Certainly, the
368th OShAP did include 12 R-195-engined aircraft, but it
cannot be confirmed that they were the ex-Damgarten
target tugs, nor that they were designated as Su-25BMs.
Su-25BM target tugs probably equipped a number of
squadron-sized specialised target-towing units, but were
doubtless also attached to other units in ones and twos.

The Su-25BMK designation is theoretically applied to
export versions of the Su-25BM, but, as far as is known,
none have been delivered to any overseas customer, and
the R-195 engine was once rumoured not to have been
cleared for export.

Su-25T: the second generation
The main application of the R-195 engine was for the

advanced 'Frogfoot' in all of its T8M forms - the Su-25T,
Su-25TM, Su-34 and Su-39. These designations covered
similar sub-variants of an advanced single-seat attack
aircraft, based on the airframe of the two-seat Su-25UB,
but with the former instructor's cockpit space occupied by
advanced avionics and some restored internal fuel tankage
in new No. 3 and 4 fuel tanks. Total internal fuel capacity
increased to 3840 kg (8,466 lb) from the Su-25UB's 2725 kg
(6,008 lb) and the original single-seater's 3000 kg (6,614 lb).
The T8M retained the profile of the Su-25UB, but with
metal skinning replacing the rear cockpit canopy. This gave
the aircraft a distinctively humped appearance.

Bulgaria's Su-25Ks and
Su-25UBKs are operated
by the 22nd Iztrebitelno-
Bombardiro vachen
A viopolk/Fighter-
Bomber Regiment (22
IBAP), based at Bezmer
air base. The 'Frogfoots'
are divided between two
squadrons.

The Su-25K is just one
element in the BWS
inventory of attack/
strike aircraft. Bulgaria
also operates Su-22M-4
'Fitter-Ks', MIG-23BN
'Flogger-Hs 'and
MIG-21MF 'Fishbed-Ks'.
In addition, the BWS
has Mi-24D/V 'Hind-D/E'
assault helicopters.
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This Czech Su-25K
wears the white
prancing horse badge
that consistently
remained as the emblem
of the Czech Su-25 unit,
despite the many
changes that unit
underwent. The Su-25s
of the independent
Czech air force are now
based at Namest (33rd
Tactical Air Force Base)
as the 322nd Tactical
Flight. Though the
Czech air force has been
cut back severely since
independence (and even
before), the Su-25 force
has been retained while
other more impressive
assets, such as the
MiG-29, have been
withdrawn.

Work on a 'super Frogfoot' began in 1981, just as the
results of the combat evaluation of the original T8 proto-
types were being evaluated, and as recommendations were
being made that this original aircraft should be put into
production. The new variant would be a heavier aircraft,
with even better resistance to ground fire and battle
damage, and with more advanced sensors and systems opti-
mised for the night and all-weather attack roles. Vladimir
Babak was given leadership of the project, which was
accorded a high priority.

T8M changes
Such was the importance attached to the new T8M that

the partially complete T8U prototype airframes (and a T8U
static test airframe) were taken over to form the basis of the
new version. Work on these airframes began in 1983.
Internal volume was exploited wherever possible, allowing
the increased internal fuel already referred to, and making it
possible to find space for many new avionics systems. These
included a new Voskhod navigation system, with twin
digital navigation computers. Armour was increased and
improved, with the avionics bay, fuel feed tank and fuel

pipes all gaining extra protection. Fuselage compartments
adjacent to the fuel tanks were filled with a porous elastic
filler, intended to prevent impulse splashing of the fuel if hit
by a bullet or shrapnel fragment. The OKB estimated that
survivability had been enhanced by a factor of between four
and six.

In order to provide extra internal volume, the original
cannon bay was deleted, and it was decided to carry the
gun externally, below the belly. At first it was hoped that
the T8M (soon given the air force designation Su-25T)
would be armed with a new 45-mm cannon, with
depressing barrels for ground strafing. In the event, the Su-25T
used the same AO-17A (GSh-30-2, 9A623) 30-mm
cannon as the basic Su-25, but carried below the fuselage as
the NPPU-8M, offset to starboard by 270 mm (10.5 in).
This necessitated moving the nosewheel another 220 mm
(8.6 in) to port.

Improved sensor system
The nosecone was lengthened slightly, and tapered less

sharply in plan view. The nose window was enlarged to
allow it to serve the Krasnogorsk OMZ 1-251 Shkval
(squall) optical-TV system, which combined high-resolution
television, a Prichal laser rangefinder and target designator,
and a Vikhr laser guidance system. The Shkval could
present a wide-angle (36° x 27°) picture for target search,
or a 23-times magnified (1° x 0.7°) picture for tracking.
The sight-line could be steered through 70° horizontally,
and from 15° above the centreline to 80° below. A moving
armoured target could be tracked to an accuracy of 0.6 m
(2 ft) at ranges of up to 8 km (5 miles). The laser designator
illuminated a 5 x 5-m (16.4 x 16.4-ft) box, and transmitted
steering commands directly to the laser sensors mounted at
the rear of the 9M120 Vikhr laser-guided tube-launched
missiles. The system was essentially the same as that fitted to
the Ka-50 'Hokum', and made the Su-25T fully compatible
with a wide range of laser-/TV-guided bombs and missiles.

For night and all-weather missions, the Su-25T could
carry a Mercury LLTV pod under the fuselage. The image
from this conventional TV camera could be electronically
enhanced, and offered an 18.2° x 13.7° field of view for
search and a 7.3° x 5.5° field of view for tracking. This
allowed a tracking range of 3 km (1.9 miles) for a tank-
sized target. Narrow FoV pictures were displayed on a
CRT display, while wide FoV imagery was displayed on
the new wide-angle HUD. Surprisingly, this was one of the
few new features within the cockpit, since, unlike second-
generation versions of the MiG-29 and Su-27, the Su-25T's
cockpit was not subjected to a major redesign or moderni-
sation. A new IT-23 hooded display screen for the 1-251
Shkval was added to the top part of the right-hand side of
the panel, but there were no CRT or LCD display screens.

The Su-25T was given a much improved Irtysh ECM
and defensive avionics system, with a Gardeniya active
ECM jammer, an SPO-15 Beryoza RHAWS, and SPO-32

Above: Czech and .
Slovak air force aircraft
have gained a reputation
for increasingly bizarre
'special schemes'. This
Czech aircraft, from the
30th GAR, first appeared
in this basic blue and
white scheme at the
1994 CzAF air show at
Pilsen. The 'Lubrifilm'
sponsorship titles were
added in 1995.

Right: This Slovak
Su-25K, from the 2nd
Mixed Air Regiment,
first appeared in this
scheme at the SI AD '93
air show, in Kosice.
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Pastel RWR. RHAWS coverage is through a full 360° in
azimuth, and 30° in elevation, going from 1.2-18 GHz.
The system can be used for cueing Kh-58 ARMs. From the
third prototype an L-166S1 Sukogruz IR jammer (based on
a powerful 6-kW Cesium lamp) was installed in a cylin-
drical fairing at the base of the tailfin, alongside the UV-26
chaff/flare dispensers flush-mounted in the rear fuselage.
They contained a total of 192 PPI-26 IRCM or PPR-26
chaff cartridges. The airframe of the T8M was otherwise
almost unchanged, although it gained BU-45A hydraulic
boosters (as used by the MiG-21) for the elevator controls.

The T8M-1 prototype made its maiden flight at
Zhukhovskii on 17 August 1984, in the hands of A. N.
Isakov. This aircraft (apparently coded 'Red 02') had a
glazed rear canopy painted onto the spine. Subsequent
aircraft did not hide the fact that they merely had metal
skinning which followed the same contours as the two-
seater's cockpit. Two more prototypes joined the test

programme in 1985 and 1986, although A. Gontcharov was
forced to eject from the T8M-2 during trials. Two more
non-flying airframes were used for static (damage to
airframe) and fatigue tests.

Su-25TK for export
The new variant was offered for export under the desig-

nation Su-25TK (with the T8M-3 serving as prototype/
demonstrator, after slight changes to the avionics), until an
entirely new designation was applied by the OKB. The
Su-25TK was redesignated Su-34 in an effort to attract
funding, and to give the impression that it was a new
design. The designation was not recognised by the air force,
and was eventually reassigned to the production version of
the Su-27IB, although again it remained unrecognised by
the air force. One of the Su-25Ts made its debut as the
export Su-25TK demonstrator at Dubai in 1991. The
aircraft was fitted with a BA-58 Vyuga datalink pod under

Slovak air force aircraft
all wear the air force
insignia of a shield
bearing the Slovak cross
(cross of Lorraine). This
shield is also the
centrepiece of the
national flag. Slovakia
gained its independence
from its larger and
better developed Czech
neighbour in 1993 -
though the move
towards independence
was politically inspired
by the leaders of the day
and was not a desire
strongly shared by the
bulk of the citizens.
Assets of the
Czechoslovakian air
force were mostly split
on a 2:1 basis and so 11
Su-25Ks and one
Su-25UBK were handed
over to the Slovak air
force, from late 1992
onwards. These aircraft
now make up the 3rd
Flight of the 33rd Air
Base, at Malacky-
Kuchyna. They had
previously been based at
Piestany and Trencin air
bases (as the 1st Flight
of the 2nd Mixed
Regiment).

This aircraft, from the
10th Su-25 production
batch, is one of the 24
Su-25Ks that remain in
service with the Czech
air force. Sharkmouths
have also been seen on
some Russian Su-25s,
noticeably on aircraft of
the 186th (Instructors)
ShAP, at Buturlinovka
air base.
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Above: Many Sukhoi
aircraft (including
Su-17Ms) attached to
the 16th Air Army wore
the design bureau's
'sniper' badge on their
fins. This 357th OShAP
Su-25 is seen being
refuelled at Nobitz air
base (long known to
Western observers as
Altenburg), which was
home to a MiG-29
regiment.

Right: This 'Frogfoot' is
probably representative
of the operational status
of most of the Iraqi
Su-25 inventory. At least
two of Iraq's Su-25s
were destroyed as air-to-
air kills and and an
unknown number were
destroyed by LGB
attacks on their
hardened shelters. On
first sight, this aircraft
appears to have been hit
during take-off or
landing - its main gear
has left substantial
tracks in the desert and
the drag chute has been
deployed before it
burned out and broke its
back. However, it may
equally have been towed
away to a remote area of
the airfield, in the hope
of avoiding attack, and
then been caught in the
open.

Opposite page, top:
Russia's 'Sky Hussars'
team (sometimes
referred to as the
'Celestial Hussars') has
taken the unusual step
of operating the
Su-25 as a formation
display aircraft.

the fuselage, for compatibility with the Kh-58 (AS-11
'Kilter'). The streamlined fairing at the base of the rudder
was clearly empty on this aircraft, lacking the IR jammer in
its trailing edge, and instead having flush-fitting twin
chaff/flare dispensers let into the sides.

The end of the Su-25?
An initial production series of eight Su-25Ts was

produced at Tbilisi, the first flying in July 1990. By then,
work was already well advanced on the further improved
T8TM, or Su-25TM, which combined radar and imaging
infra-red sensors to maximise night/all-weather capability.
Unfortunately, once Georgia gained its independence it was
decided that all further Su-25 production would have to be
undertaken at Ulan-Ude. This effectively brought produc-
tion to a complete halt for months, or perhaps even years.
The step was essential, however, since production of the
baseline Su-25 in war-torn Georgia ground to a halt almost
immediately, and has not recommenced. Any nation
wishing to buy a new single-seat Su-25 or Su-25K would
probably have to persuade the factory at Ulan-Ude to tool
up for production of the type. This would be by no means
straightforward, since the plant has hitherto built only
Su-25 variants based on the hump-backed two-seat
airframe. It is probably safe to say that the first-generation
Su-25 is effectively dead in its single-seat form.

The Su-25TM differs very little from the Su-25T/TK in
external appearance. Its principal advantage lies in its ability
to carry new pods under the fuselage centreline. The first of
these was the Kinzhal (Dagger) 8-mm MMW (Millimetre
Wave) radar pod, and the second was the Khod (Motion)
FLIR or IIR pod, which used virtually the same pod
airframe. The Leninets Kinzhal pod was dropped after
development problems, mainly because it had been sourced
from the Ukraine, and the OKB understandably wanted all
equipment to come from a single republic, after the
difficulties it had experienced having a production plant in
Georgia. Leninets is based in St Petersburg, and estimated
that it would take at least two years to build a new version
using Russian-supplied components. Babak himself
estimated that four years would be required, including the
writing of new software.

Kopyo-25 radar for the Su-25TM
The aircraft can also carry a centreline Kopyo-25 radar

pod. The Phazotron Kopyo radar is a close relation to the
same company's Zhuk, but with a somewhat smaller
antenna. It has some air-to-ground radar modes but is
usually thought of as an air-to-air radar, and was developed
primarily for use in MiG-21 upgrades. Of four test sets
produced, one was used for ground and airborne rig testing,
two were provided to Mikoyan for the MiG-21-93, and
one was podded for trials with the Su-25TM. To the
Su-25TM, the Kopyo pod brought a degree of terrain-
avoidance capability, as well as various types of Doppler
beam sharpening, radar mapping, target designation and
missile guidance function.

The Kopyo-25-equipped Su-25TM is described as being
compatible with the BVR-capable R-27 (AA-10 'Alamo')
and R-77 (AA-12 'Adder') air-to-air missiles. Such a
capability did not come anywhere close to transforming the
sluggish and slow Su-25TM into a fighter, but it did
introduce some useful versatility, and a healthy self-defence
proficiency. More importantly, the new radar allows the
Su-25TM to carry weapons like the Kh-31A (AS-17
'Krypton') and Kh-35 (AS-X-20 'Kayak').

The first Su-25T prototype (T8M-1) served as the
Su-25TM prototype, redesignated as the T8TM-1. It was
followed by two more prototypes (T8TM-2 and T8TM-3,
'Blue 09' and 'Blue 10'), which may have been converted
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from Su-25Ts (perhaps T8M-9 and T8M-10), or which
may have been newly built. The second Su-25TM made
the type's public debut at the massive display mounted for
CIS leaders at Minsk Maschulische in February 1992. The
Su-25TM is designated Su-39 internally, by the OKB, but
this designation remains entirely unofficial.

Development of a navalised version of the Su-25TM
(known as the Su-25TP) — which combined features of the
Su-25TM with the specific naval features of the Su-25UTG
- may have been halted, suspended or abandoned. No
prototype has yet been flown. During 1995 and 1996, the
Sukhoi OKB appeared to have lost some of its political
influence, and other aerospace organisations, including the
MiG/MAPO/Kamov grouping, seemed to be winning
back some of the influence they had lost. The fulfilment of
Russian air forces' requirements became more open to
competition, and Sukhoi could no longer expect orders for
all of its products. In this new environment, the Su-25TM
has failed to win a production order, and its future must be
open to question. An offer of licence-production in Poland
failed to generate an order from the Polish air force, and
only the UAE and Bulgaria have seriously looked at the
type. Bulgaria and Slovakia would reportedly be interested
in acquiring a handful of Su-25TMs to act as pathfinders for
their respective air forces' existing fleet of baseline Su-25s.
Negotiations began in late 1993 and 1995 for the lease of
small numbers of Su-25TMs to both nations.

An uncertain future
The Sukhoi Su-25 has proved the validity of its original

concept, but has also demonstrated a need for more effective
night-attack sensors and systems, and for improved armour
and self-protection systems. Unfortunately for Sukhoi, just
as these were finally developed for the advanced Su-25T
and Su-25TM, the end of the Cold War resulted in a
massive decrease in defence spending. The Su-25TM is
probably still too revolutionary to be a core programme,
and to attract a share of much more scarce funding. Money
is far more likely to be allocated to advanced versions of the
MiG-29 and Su-27, which have been designed to be
compatible with advanced precision-guided air-to-surface
weapons, and which offer greater versatility. In a time of
economic cutbacks, such multi-role aircraft are almost

certainly more likely to prosper than less flexible single-role
aircraft, even if the latter are superior. The future of the
Su-25 and its advanced derivatives will depend on their
ability to attract export orders. Unfortunately, overseas
customers have so far proved to be no more far-sighted
than the superpowers in being able to order such a
specialised attack aircraft, and such a superficially unimpres-
sive performer. America has allowed the A-10 to wither
and die, and Russia looks set to do exactly the same with
the Sukhoi Su-25. Jon Lake

An Su-25UTG lands on
Kuznetsov, under the
gaze of an Su-27K.
Prestige projects such
as the Su-27/35 'Flanker'
have pushed the Su-25
into the background at
Sukhoi and this, coupled
with production and
funding problems, may
sharply curtail any plans
for future 'Frogfoots'.
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Russia
About 700 Su-25s are believed to have been
delivered to the VVS (Frontal Aviation) and
the AV-MF. This is considerably more than
was initially believed, with early estimates
suggesting that the VVS only received about
300 aircraft. In fact, 350 Su-25s are
understood to remain in service in Russia
alone. About 250 single-seaters serve with
Frontal Aviation, together with an estimated
27 two-seaters. The remainder serve with
the AV-MF. A total of 10 regiments is
known to have been fully equipped with the
Su-25 (two of them under the command of
the AV-MF) in Soviet times. Remarkably few
Su-25 units ever reached the front-line air
armies in Western Europe, with just two
regiments in East Germany and none in
Poland, Hungary or Czechoslovakia. In the
event of a war, many of the Russia-based
Su-25s would presumably have forward-
deployed. The Su-25 force probably included
many squadron-strength Su-25 elements at
its peak, but details of these are not known.
When the USSR finally split asunder, the air
forces lost about five Su-25-equipped
regiments to the air forces of the newly
independent Belarus and Ukraine. Other
aircraft (in smaller numbers) went to the air
forces of other newly emerging republics.

The 60th OShAP was formed from the
200th OShAE in 1982 and spent the first
years of its existence at Sital Chai, with one
or two of its constituent squadrons always
forward-deployed in Afghanistan. It finally

withdrew in 1988 to Sital Chai in Azerbaijan,
an airfield designated for its planned
disestablishment. During its period in
Azerbaijan, the regiment lost one aircraft
when an Azeri pilot defected to a rebel-held
airfield. The regiment moved back to Russia
in May 1992, without having disbanded. The
unit's Su-25s wore red-outlined white codes
and a white rim around the laser window
after their return from Afghanistan, and
probably wore white outline codes (and
these may perhaps later have been 'filled in'
in red) in Afghanistan.

The 186th OShA(T)P is based at
Buturlinovka, as part of the training centre at
Borisoglebsk. During 1993, the instructors
deployed with some of the aircraft to
Kakaidy in Uzbekistan, to take part in
bombing missions over Tajikstan. They had
earlier participated in fighting in Georgia.
The unit's aircraft wear red codes outlined in
white. Some aircraft have been
photographed with a large black and white
sharkmouth on the nose (e.g., 'Red 27', '32').

The 206th OShAP was based at Lida in
what is now Belarus. The unit now forms
part of the Belarus air force.

The 234th IAP at Kubinka is a dedicated
'show unit' whose primary peacetime role is
to display Frontal Aviation's aircraft and
capabilities to visiting dignitaries, and to
provide aircraft for display within and
outside Russian borders. It maintains
combat capabilities, and may have a tactical
development and training role. The regiment
is much larger than normal Russian
regiment-sized units, and parents several
single-type squadrons, each of which may

be close to a normal regiment in terms of
size and aircraft establishment. Su-25s are
operated by the regiment's third squadron.
The front-line Su-25s, Su-25UBs and
Su-25BMs wear white outline codes and
white-outlined red codes. Some of these
aircraft wear a red, blue and white Russian
tricolour on the tailfin, although such
designs are not standardised and some
even incorporate the old double-headed
Imperial Eagle of the Romanovs. The
squadron includes the 'Sky Hussars'
(perhaps more accurately translated as the
'Celestial Hussars') display team. The
team's aircraft wear a colour scheme based
on an old cavalry uniform, with
predominantly red undersides and white
'piping' like that on a dress uniform jacket
on the aircraft's belly.

The 357th OShAP formed at Pruzhany,
Belarus in October 1984, under the
command of Alexander Rutskoi, and moved
to Brandis in East Germany one year later to
become the 16th Air Army's first Su-25 unit.
The regiment's aircraft originally wore white
outline codes, which were filled in with red
during 1991. Ten of the unit's Su-25s and
two Su-25UBs were transferred to the
368th OShAP in the northern part of East
Germany in April 1992, less than a week
before the regiment flew its aircraft to
Buturlinovka, where it disbanded. Its aircraft
were reassigned to other regiments.

The 368th OShAP formed at
Zjovtnevoye on 12 July 1984, moving to
Kalinovto begin operations in September
1984 and then to Chirchik in Uzbekistan in
1986. The regiment fought in Afghanistan
between October 1986 and November
1987, operating from Bagram and Kandahar.
The 368th moved back to Chortkov in the
Ukraine and then to Demmin-Tutow in East
Germany in December 1988. The unit
withdrew to Buddyenovsk in the northern
Caucasus, leaving Germany on 15 June and
arriving on 17 June 1993. As far as can be
ascertained, the unit is now based at
Maikop, Abkhazia. The aircraft wore red
codes outlined in white.

The 378th OShAP fought in
Afghanistan during the late 1980s, and may

Above left: Russia's 'Sky Hussars'
display team is, in fact, the third
squadron of the Kubinka-based
234th IAP 'show wing'.

Left: This Su-25UBK is one of those
previously allocated to the Group of
Soviet Forces in Germany. It is seen
wearing the Ulan-Ude factory badge.

Russia and Ukraine evenly divided
the 10 extant Su-25UTG naval
trainers between them. The aircraft
were originally based at Saki.

have replaced the 368th in-theatre. Its
aircraft wore red codes, thinly outlined in
black. The unit returned to Postavy in what
is now Belarus and now forms part of the
Belarus air force.

The 397th OShAP was also based at
Postavy and was transferred to the control
of the newly independent Belarus air force.

The 433rd OShAP has been described
as having been an Su-25 unit, at an
unknown airfield. Its present status is
unknown.

The 456th OShAP was based at
Chortkov in what is now independent
Ukraine, and forms part of the Ukrainian air
force.

The 461st OShAP is another little-
known unit, sometimes described as an
Su-25 regiment. Its present base is
unknown, and the unit may no longer exist.

The 760th ISIAP at Lipetsk is a tactical
training unit equipped with a wide variety of
aircraft types. At least one of the unit's
squadrons flies the Su-25.

A similar training unit is the 802nd UAP
(Training Aviation Regiment). It is believed
to be based at Krasnodar, and operates
Su-25s alongside Su-17s and Su-24s.

The 200th OShAE was a squadron-
strength operational evaluation unit, and
may have been formed from the initial
service trials/state acceptance trials unit.
The unit formed at Sital Chai on 4 February
1981 and received the first 12 production
Su-25s from Tbilisi during April 1981. On the
evening of 18 June 1981 the 200th OShAE
became the first Su-25 unit in Afghanistan,
flying in to Shindand. The unit began combat
operations a few days later. Soon
afterwards the squadron was doubled (and
later tripled) in strength to become the
60th OShAP.

An unidentified target-towing flight,
based at Damgarten in East Germany,
operated 12 Su-25BMs in support of the
Baltic gunnery and missile ranges. Its
yellow-coded aircraft are believed to have
reverted to the fighter-bomber role when
they were reassigned to the 368th OShAP
at Demmin in 1991 or 1992.

A unit reported as the 13th Fighter-
Bomber Regiment (perhaps the 13th
Aviatsion'nyi Polk Istrebitelei-
Bombardirovchikov/APIB) is based at
Galinonki, north of Vladivostok. This
regiment's first squadron maintains the
tradition of the French 'Normandie-Niemen'
volunteer unit that fought alongside Russian
units during World War II. As such, it
received a high-level courtesy visit from
French representatives in March 1997.

The AV-MF operated a number of
Su-25s in the land-based attack role,
primarily for the support of amphibious
landings. The aircraft were handicapped by a
lack of range and equipped only two
regiments. The first of these was the
297th ShAP at Severomorsk, which later
parented the Su-25UTGs transferred from
Saki to equip the KuznetsoVs air group,
which was shore-based at the same airfield.

The 299th ShAP was based at Saki and
was absorbed by the armed forces of the
Ukraine when that country became
independent. A stylised white gull fin badge
was applied to the unit's Su-25UTGs.

This Su-25K, in 'Afghan camouflage',
was one of those operated by the
Brandis-based 357th OShAP. A
second unit was based at Tutow.
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Former republics and CIS states
Abkhazia
During the Abkhazian war for independence
from Georgia, Russia clandestinely handed
over a number of Su-25s for the infant
state's forces. They were flown by Russian
pilots of Abkhazian origin, and one was shot
down. Their eventual fate is unknown.
Abkhazia does not currently exist as a legally
constituted and recognised state, although
Georgian government forces have largely
been expelled from Abkhazia.

Armenia
Although most sources suggest that
Armenia does not have an air force, and
relies on Russia for air defence, it does have
an army aviation helicopter element, and a
government VIP flight operated by Armenian
Airlines. The republic may also have a small
combat element at Yerevan, with about five
Sukhoi Su-25s.

Azerbaijan
Azeri rebel forces received their first Su-25
on 8 April 1992 when an Azeri pilot
(Lieutenant Vaghif Kurbanov) defected to
Yevlakh from the 60th OShAP then based
at Sital Chai in Azerbaijan. This aircraft was
subsequently used to mount raids against
Armenian forces and was eventually shot
down (with its original pilot) during fighting
in Nagorno Karabakh in June or July. By the
time he was shot down, Kurbanov had
downed a pair of Armenian helicopters and
an impressed civil Yak-40. When Azerbaijan
became independent upon the dissolution
of the USSR, in December 1991, it gained a
handful more Su-25s which were left behind
at Sital Chai, though Russia claimed that all
aircraft returned to Russia. More may have
been purchased from Georgia. The number
of Su-25s appropriated was often
overestimated, not least by Armenia's
inevitable claims that every aircraft it shot
down was an Su-25, because for some time
that was the only aircraft type known to be
in service. Azerbaijan confirmed the losses
of single Su-25s on 24 June and in July and
August 1992; the pilot of the third aircraft,
Captain Yuri Balichenko, ejected and was
captured. Current strength is less than three
Su-25s. Another Su-25 was shot down on
10 October 1992, the pilot ejecting
unsuccessfully.

Belarus
Belarus retains close military ties with
Russia, and the two republics have signed a
range of bilateral agreements and treaties.
About half of the former Soviet air force
units in Belarus actually come under
Russian jurisdiction, although most tactical
fighter/bomber units transferred to Belarus.

This view of the Ukrainian Su-25K
seen opposite shows that the 'rook'
symbol associated with the Su-25 is
not restricted to Russian aircraft.

The 206th OShAP is based at Lida and
now forms part of the Belarus air force. The
378th OShAP returned to Postavy after
its service in Afghanistan and now forms
part of the Belarus air force. The 397th
OShAP was also based at Postavy, but its
present status is unclear, though it may now
form part of the Belarus air force. Between
87 and 99 Su-25s are estimated to be in
service.

Turkmenistan
When Turkmenistan gained its
independence it found itself with large
numbers of former Soviet combat aircraft
based on its soil. Many were Su-17s,
MiG-23s and MiG-27s, which Russia had no
interest in redeploying, but there were also
a handful of Su-25s and MiG-29s. A national
air defence force was established in
October 1993, and it is believed to include a
small number of Su-25s.

Georgia
Although the main Su-25 production plant is
located in Georgia at Tbilisi, the Republic of
Georgia air force operates only a handful of
Su-25s (variously estimated at between five
and eight Su-25s). Seven additional
examples were shot down by Abkhazian
rebels during 1992 and 1993 when Abkhazia
successfully attempted to secede from
Georgia. These aircraft were acquired from
undelivered stocks at the factory upon the
dissolution of the USSR in December 1991,
and remain based at Tbilisi.

Ukraine
Upon the break-up of the USSR, the Ukraine
was left with massive military forces,
including units equipped with the most
modern aircraft types. Several former Soviet
Su-25 regiments were based on Ukrainian
soil, and were adopted by the new
independent Ukrainian air force and naval air
arm. The 456th OShAP is based at
Chortkov and now forms part of the
Ukrainian air force's 14th Air Army. The
Su-25 fleet is maintained and any surplus

aircraft are stored at Ovruch with the
4070th Aircraft Reserve Base
Estimates of the number of Su-25s in
service with the Ukrainian air force range
from 25 to 50. The most reliable estimates
suggest that around 30 aircraft are in
service. The air force Su-25s are augmented
by aircraft operated by former AV-MF
elements based in the Crimea and which
now fall under Ukrainian command. It is
estimated that 45 Su-25s are controlled by
the Ukrainian navy, including four or five of
the rare carrier-capable Su-25UTGs. These
serve with the 299th ShAP at Saki and
wear red codes.

The International Fighter Pilot's Academy
(a civilian-run organisation offering flight
experience in front-line jets to generate hard
currency) moved from its Slovak base to re-
establish itself in the Ukraine. Here it offers
flights in a range of aircraft types, from the
Su-27 and MiG-29 to the L-39 and including
the Su-25UB.

The scheme worn by this Ukrainian
Su-25, unlike the aircraft in the
background, seems to indicate that
it is a former AV-MF aircraft.

Other export customers
Afghanistan
Despite the many reports to the contrary,
no evidence can be found to support the
widely held belief that Afghanistan has ever
operated the Su-25. Even during the long
Soviet presence in that country, all Sukhoi
Su-25s were flown by Soviet pilots and
almost inevitably wore Soviet insignia,
though a handful may briefly have worn
local insignia for disinformation or publicity
purposes. No photographic evidence of
'Afghan' (or Afghan-marked) Su-25s exists,
and there have been no reliable reports of
Su-25s in-country since the Soviet
withdrawal.

For the record, Brasseys' World Aircraft
and Systems Directory stated that 60
Su-25s were delivered between 1986 and
1990, while Jane's World Air Forces
suggests that 12 Su-25s (survivors of a
batch delivered in 1988) are still in service.
The same is true of some other sources.

Little hard information is available
on the current status of Angolan
Su-25s. The aircraft have, however,
seen combat against UNITA rebels.

Angola
Reliable witnesses (and reportedly a brief
clip shown on Angolan and Portuguese TV)
first indicated that a small number of Su-25s
were delivered to Angola. As far as can be
ascertained, 14 Su-25s (probably including
two two-seaters) were delivered during
1988-89. Photographic proof and first-hand
confirmation of FAPA Su-25 operations
emerged in World Air Power Journal
Volume 28 in 1996. Angola's single unit of
Su-25s was split between bases at Saurimo
(formerly Henrique de Carvalho) in the
northeast of Angola, and Luanda, the
capital, on the western coast.

Bulgaria
Bulgaria became the second export operator
of the Su-25K when Soviet instructor pilots
flew an initial batch of Su-25s to Bezmer air
base, in October 1986. Bulgaria eventually
received 36 Su-25Ks plus four Su-25UBKs -

though the latter were not delivered until
1988/89. The 'Frogfoots' are flown by the
22nd Iztrebitelno-Bombardirovachen
Aviopolk/Fighter-Bomber Regiment (22
IBAP) which has two operational squadrons.
The Su-25 replaced MiG-17s and MiG-
15UTIs, and the first squadron became
operational with all its 18 aircraft in 1987.
The second unit followed in 1988.The delay
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in delivery of the Su-25UBKs forced the
initial pilots to transition to the SU-25K from
theMiG-15UTI.

The Bulgarians soon settled into
operations with the Su-25, though they have
expressed some reservations about the
aircraft's relatively short range and very
heavy fuel consumption. One aircraft was
lost (with its pilot) on 17 April 1989. Bulgaria
reportedly relied strongly on the USSR for
the supply of heavily subsidised aviation
fuels, and, when the Warsaw Pact crumbled
on 1 April 1991, these supplies dried up
overnight. The Su-25 force was hard-hit, and
was virtually grounded in its entirety. The
aircraft are understood to have resumed
operations only fairly recently.

Component squadrons of Bulgarski
Voennvazdushi Sily (Bulgarian air force) wings
do not have strongly-defined identities.
Some aircraft of the 1st Squadron, 22th
IBAP, wear a lion's-head badge, while some
of those attached to the 2nd Squadron wear
a blue badge with an entire lion. The aircraft
wear three-digit white nose codes, outlined
thinly in what is understood to be the
squadron colours (red or blue).

Croatia
There are persistent reports that Croatia
received a 'squadron' of Su-25s (probably
from Ukraine) in 1993. They reportedly
remained crated because the necessary
technical documentation, instructors and
technicians could not follow them after the
outbreak of civil war in Yugoslavia. This did
not prevent the Croatians from successfully
assembling the MiG-21 fighters received
(perhaps from the same source) and the
story should be viewed with some caution.

Czechoslovakia
Czechoslovakia was the first export
customer for the Su-25, and received 36
single-seat Su-25Ks and a pair of Su-25UBK
trainers. The single-seaters were drawn
from the fifth batch (eight aircraft), the sixth
batch (four aircraft), the eighth batch (10
aircraft), the ninth batch (six aircraft) and the
10th batch (eight aircraft).

The first four aircraft were delivered by
Soviet pilots to Hradec Kralove on 2 April
1984 where the 30th 'Ostrava' Fighter-
Bomber Air Regiment of the 10th Air
Army's 34th Fighter-Bomber Air
Division began conversion to the new
type. The two twin-stick Su-25UBKs were
not delivered until 21 April 1988, by which

time conversion was complete. The
regiment moved to Pardubice in June 1985,
where it was redesignated as the 30th
Ground Attack Air Regiment on
1 November 1985.

On 1 January 1993 Czechoslovakia
divided into separate Czech and Slovak
Republics, and the air force was split
between the two new nations. The
surviving aircraft in the Su-25 fleet (35 of the
36 original single-seaters and both of the
trainers) were divided between the two
republics. The aircraft's subsequent history
in the former Czechoslovakia is described
under separate headings.

Czech aircraft wore four-digit serials
based on the last four digits of their Soviet
construction numbers, thus combining their
production series and their position within
that production series. These serial numbers
were originally stencilled in black, but
aircraft from the fifth, sixth and eighth
batches had black serials outlined in white.
Aircraft from the ninth and 10th batches had
white serials, sometimes stencilled, and
sometimes with thin red outlines. As they
were repainted, all aircraft received
whatever was the latest serial style. The

Left and below: Iraq's 'Frogfoot'
force was seriously depleted during
Operation Desert Storm, through
shoot-downs, defections to Iran and
aircraft destroyed in bombed-out
HASes. Before February 1991 Iraq
had perhaps 30 Su-25Ks.

Between 1985 and 1987 the
Bulgarian air force (BWS) withdrew
its ground-attack force ofMiG-17Fs,
in favour of 36 Su-25Ks. The first of
them was delivered in 1986. The
aircraft seen above left is armed
with B-8M1 80-mm rockets pods.
The aircraft above is wearing the
blue badge of the 22nd IBAP's
second squadron.

Left: This Su-25K is wearing the
badge of the 22nd IBAP's 1st
Squadron. The wing also operates
four Su-25UBKs (which replaced
MiG-15UTIs). Bulgaria's need for
Su-25 training was so great that
single-seat MiG-15bisFts were
converted to MiG-15UTIs, while still
retaining their two NR-23 cannon.

two trainers had white codes very thinly
outlined in red.

The aircraft were originally delivered in
standard Soviet-type camouflage with two
shades of brown and two shades of green
on the upper surfaces, and with light blue-
grey undersides. In Czechoslovak service
the aircraft were repainted in a similar
camouflage scheme using slightly different
(more green) shades and separated by a
wavier demarcation line. Several aircraft
have worn special colour schemes in Czech
service.

The first move away from drab uniformity
among the Czechoslovak Su-25s came with
the application of the 30th Fighter-Bomber
Air Regiment's traditional Ostrava city crest
badge, consisting of a prancing but riderless
horse on a blue shield, with a white flower
in the top right-hand corner. The first such
crest was applied to 6019 on 25 August
1988, along with a red-lipped black
sharkmouth (with white teeth), a painting of
a nude girl sitting in a field of flowers, and
the name Anca. Higher authorities did not
approve of engineer Antonin Fidransky's
artistry, and ordered the removal of all of the
markings.

The city crest (which had previously been
applied to the unit's MiGs) soon reappeared.
Following the dissolution of the Warsaw
Pact, 8072 received a black-lipped red
sharkmouth (again with white teeth)
together with a huge '30 blip' (standing for
Bitevni Letecky Pulk, or attack regiment) on
its tailfin. Immediately before its 1992 visit
to the IAT at Boscombe Down, 9013
received an even more spectacular scheme,
with a patchwork camouflage of light brown
and two shades of green (the patches being
separated by a pale khaki) over the front half
of the aircraft's upper surfaces. The rear
fuselage and tail surfaces were grey, with
occasional patches of green on the fuselage
and a huge cartoon frog on the fin. The frog
held a tank in one hand, and a hammer in
the other, reflecting the type's role and
NATO codename. The aircraft was
nicknamed Zabi Noha (Frogfoot).

The Czech Su-25Ks were to virtually the
same standard as Soviet Frontal Aviation
aircraft, and eighth series aircraft (at least)
were compatible with the Kh-29L missile.

The Czech Su-25Ks were serialled 5003,
5006, 5007, 5008, 5033, 5036, 5039, 5040,
6017, 6018, 6019, 6020, 8072, 8073, 8074,
8075, 8076, 8077, 8078, 8079, 8080, 8081,
9013, 9014, 9093, 9094, 9098, 9099, 1002,
1003, 1004, 1005, 1006, 1007, 1008, and
1027, while the Su-25UBKs were 3237 and
3348. 5033 did not survive to see the
division of Czechoslovakia.
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Su-25 Operators

Czech Republic
When Czechoslovakia divided into
independent Czech and Slovak republics,
the new Czech Republic inherited two-thirds
of most of the former country's military
aircraft types. The country retained 24
Su-25Ks and a single Su-25UBK which
initially remained with their old unit, the
30th Ground Attack Air Regiment, at
its original Pardubice base. The regiment
came under the command of a new
1st Mixed Air Army. The aircraft moved
to the 32nd Zakladna Taktickeho
Letectva (Tactical Air Base) at Namest and
became the 322nd Takticka Letka
(Tactical Squadron) on 23 September 1994,
as part of a major Czech air force
reorganisation. Aircraft retained by the
Czechs were Su-25Ks 5003, 5006, 5007,
5008, 5039, 5040, 6019, 6020, 8076, 8077,
8078, 8079, 8080, 8081, 9013, 9014, 9093,
9094, 9098, 9099, 1002, 1003, 1004, and
1005, and SU-25UBK 3348.

The Su-25s retained by the new Czech
Republic included the specially marked
9013. It was later joined by 8077, which
received a red, white and blue tailfin
advertising 'Lubrifilm Metal'.

Hungary
There are enduring reports that Hungarian
forces began to transition to the Su-25
(reportedly re-equipping a MiG-21-equipped
fighter-bomber unit at Dombovar), but that
the order for the aircraft was cancelled. The
story is persistently denied, and there is no
ohotographic evidence of Hungarian Su-25s
(or even of Russian Su-25s operating in
Hungary). Hungary used Su-7s and Su-22s in
the fighter-bomber role, and not MiG-21 s,
and Dombovar is not a name normally
associated with any of the known Hungarian
airfields. There are, however, credibly
detailed reports of two 'Hungarian' Su-25
:rashes, which occurred during preparations
for an 'entry into service' flypast. The first
Su-25 crashed into a train and taxi at Linkota
after its Hungarian pilot ejected, and the
second crashed at Matyasfold, killing the
"zech pilot.

All that can be said with confidence is
that the Su-25 never entered squadron
service. One explanation for the story may
De that Hungarian pilots were involved in
the training and transition of the first Czech
Frogfoot' pilots, or that Czech pilots and
aircraft were training in Hungarian airspace.

Iran
Seven of the Iraqi Su-25s which escaped
destruction by coalition bombing are
relieved to have reached safety in Iran,
A/here they may have been absorbed into
:he Iranian Islamic Air Force, although this
:annot be confirmed.

Iraq
A/estern estimates of aircraft numbers
delivered to Iraq before the Gulf War should
De treated with some caution; they were
nflated by the difficulty of making accurate
sstimates when both supplier and customer
/vere paranoid about security, and by a
desire among Western intelligence agencies
lot to underestimate the scale of the threat.
Fhe estimated 36 MiG-29s delivered turned
Dut to be only 14 aircraft, for example.

Some reports suggested that Iraq
•eceived 84 Su-25Ks and Su-25UBKs, and
Dthers suggested that the true number was
15, or 30 (probably the most likely total).

Above: This Czech aircraft wears the
prancing horse badge of the 332nd
Tactical Flight - inherited from the
original 30th Attack Regiment.

There is no photographic evidence of any
Iraqi Su-25UB trainers, although, since the
aircraft of the Iraqi air force are seldom
photographed, this is hardly conclusive. The
USSR was a long-standing supplier of
weapons to Iraq, which the USSR regarded
as a useful source of hard currency and oil,
and a useful bastion against Islamic
fundamentalism in the form of Iran, which
the USSR worried might export its
revolutionary ideas to some of the Soviet
Union's southern Islamic republics, including
Armenia, Azerbaijan and Kazakhstan.

The aircraft were delivered crated, by
sea, between 1986 and 1987. The aircraft
were painted in a unique sand, earth and
drab camouflage, with light blue undersides,
and carried five-digit serials commencing 25.
Aircraft 25590 was displayed statically at
Saddam Hussein International in May 1989
as part of a major exhibition of Iraqi military
strength. It may have been the first aircraft
delivered. The Su-25s played only a minor
role in the long war with Iran, and may have
used Spanish EXPAL BR-500 500-kg
(1,100-ib) bombs and locally produced
mustard gas and Tabun (nerve gas) bombs
(produced by SEPP, the State Enterprise for
Pesticide Production) in addition to Soviet
weapons. The aircraft moved from base to
base and are known to have operated from
Tallil, Jalieh and Bassorah, among other
airfields. About 20 Su-25Ks (including a
handful of UBKs) are believed to have been
extant at the start of Operation Desert
Storm, and they were immediately
dispersed and hidden, often in the open.

Two Su-25s were credited to Lieutenant
Robert W. ('Gigs') Hehemann, an F-15C pilot
of the USAF's 36th TFW, flying from Incirlik
in Turkey. He shot them down on 6
February 1991 using two AIM-9s as they
attempted to flee to safety in Iran. They
were trying to join the seven Su-25s which
are believed to have successfully fled to Iran
on 25 January, and have not been returned.
There is photographic evidence that at least
one more (black 25591) was destroyed on
the ground by coalition bombing, caught in
the open at Jalieh airfield. More were
almost certainly destroyed in their shelters.

North Korea
Links between Russia and North Korea
grew closer following visits to Moscow by
North Korea's President Kim II Song in May
1984 and October 1988. Intelligence
co-operation and basing agreements were
accompanied by the delivery of much new
Soviet equipment, initially including
MiG-23s, and later Su-25s and MiG-29s. The
first batch of six Su-25Ks was delivered to
North Korea in 1988, and these aircraft were
followed by 30 more Su-25s in 1989,
including (or perhaps augmented by) either
two or four Su-25UBKs. These were
assigned to a single three-squadron
Shturmovik regiment reportedly based at an
airfield with hangars carved into solid
hillside. Details of serials and markings
remain unknown.

Slovakia
When Czechoslovakia divided into separate,
independent Czech and Slovak Republics,
military equipment was divided between the
new nations in a 2:1 ratio. Slovakia waived
its allocation of some aircraft types, but was
determined to retain its share of the Su-25Ks.

Above: Czech (andSlovak) Su-25s have
a tradition of wearing sharkmouths, but
the shark theme was taken to new
extremes by this aircraft, during 1996.

Below: After the split of the
Czech and Slovak Republics in
1993, the Czech air force's 322 TLt
acquired this single Su-25UBK.

Eleven of the surviving Su-25Ks and a single
Su-25UBK were assigned to the 2nd Mixed
Air Regiment at the 2nd Air Base at
Piestany as the unit's 1st Flight in
October 1992. The aircraft were
subsequently detached to Trencin, and
then on 23 September 1994 moved to
Malacky-Kuchyna to form the 3rd
Flight at the 33rd Air Base, officially
redesignating on 1 January 1995.

Slovakian Su-25s retained their
Czechoslovak camouflage and serials, with a
new national insignia based on that used in
during the Slovak National Uprising during
World War II. New squadron markings were
not applied, but a handful of aircraft retain
their 30th Ground Attack Air Regiment
markings. Following Czech practice, a
number of Slovak Su-25s have received

special colour schemes. 8074 received a
coloured nose, with stylised red, orange and
yellow flames, and with similar flames on
the engine intakes. 1027 received an even
more ambitious colour scheme, with the
nose serial painted in beautifully variegated
reds, yellows and oranges, and with the tail
fading from black at the tip trailing edge
through a dull orange to a bright yellow at
the leading edge of the fin-root.
Superimposed upon this was a galloping
bison and the outline of an ancient city. On
the port side only, a nude woman reclined
along the back of the bison. The aircraft
assigned to Slovakia were 5036, 6017,
6018, 8072, 8073, 8074, 8075, 1006, 1007,
1008, 1027 and Su-25UBK 3237. 8072 has
since been written off, having been badly
damaged in a landing accident at Sliac.

A specially-painted Slovak air force
Su-25K (below) wore this
remarkable 'fin-art' and graphic
unit badge (above and left)
throughout 1993 and 1994.
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